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Abstract 

Abstract 

Array antenna systems have been established as a promising approach for 

improving the spectral efficiency of existing and future mobile radio networks. This 

increased spectrum utilisation is achieved by an effective use of the spatial domain that can 

offer higher capacity, and enhanced service quality. The objective of this thesis is to 

demonstrate the potential of array antenna systems in mobile radio networks. This is 

accomplished by proposing innovative approaches for handling vital problems arising in 

mobile communications. 

Initially, the modelling of the signals at the input of a base station array is given. 

Such modelling is an essential step towards the understanding of beamforming and space-

time processing techniques that will be introduced in the following chapters. Then, the 

thesis is focused on beamforming techniques for co-channel interference cancellation. An 

innovative beamforming approach is introduced. This approach can handle both point and 

diffuse sources and comprises a superresolution directional power profile and a signal 

subspace-type beamformer. The directional power profile provides accurate estimates for 

the directions of arrivals, the angular spread, and the received power level of the incoming 

signals. The beamformer can form both sharp and controlled broad nulls and hence 

eliminate the interference signals from point and diffuse mobile stations. 

A new class of intra base station channel assignment algorithm is proposed. These 

algorithms enable the beamformer to cope with situations that involve co-directional 

mobile stations. Two innovative channel assignment criteria are introduced. The first one 

performs channel assignment according to an angular threshold and a channel threshold. 

The second aims to maximise the angle between the subspace spanned by the manifold 

vector of the desired mobile station and the subspace spanned by the manifold vectors of 

the interfering mobiles. The performance of the proposed approach demonstrates an 

impressive improvement in situations where the beamformer must handle mobiles with 

small angular separation. 

Finally, a novel positioning approach for mobile stations is introduced. This approach 

performs the positioning by using a number of base stations, surrounding a mobile, as an 

array with large aperture and known geometry. Spherical wave propagation is employed to 

model the received signals by this array of base stations. The position of the mobile station 

is estimated as the intersection point of three circular loci. The centres and radii of these 

loci are calculated by the eigendecomposition of the covariance matrices corresponding to a 

number of reference points after subtracting the noise effects. The position estimation error, 

which is provided by this approach, is investigated and expressed as a function of the base 

station geometry, the input SNR, and the observation interval. 
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Notation and Symbols 

Notation and Symbols 

The notation conventions and the symbols, that will be used throughout the 

thesis are listed and explained below: 

A, a — Scalar 

A, Ql — Vector 

A, a — Matrix 

( . )T — Transpose 

( • r — Complex conjugate 

( - r . — Conjugate transpose 

© — Hadamard product (element-by-element product) 

0 — Hadamard division (element-by-element division) 

|a| — Absolute value of a scalar 

[aj — Integer part of a 

INI — Euclidian norm of a vector 

— iV-dimensional column vector with all elements equal 

IjV — N X N identity matrix 

P — Projection operator 

p± 
— Complement projection operator 

— Data covariance matrix 

s — Source position vector 

c Speed of light 

A Propagation wavelength 
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Notation and Symbols 

A 

fc — 

hss — 

hss 

0 

(j) 

P 

Q 

C 

Gph — 

Gs — 

Gf -

L 

M 

N 

R 

SNR 

SIR 

SNIR 

exp(a) 

suni(a) — 

diag(A) -

eigi(A) 

(A) 

max( •) -

dim( •) — 

^[A] 

JC.HA] 

Eigenvalue of a matrix 

Propagation frequency 

Maximum Doppler frequency shift 

Base station antenna height 

Mobile station antenna height 

Azimuth angle 

Elevation angle 

Range 

Correlation coefficient 

Cluster size 

Propagation path loss factor 

Slow fading factor 

Fast fading factor 

Number of snapshots 

Number of mobile stations 

Number of array elements 

Cell radius 

Signal-to-Noise power ratio 

Signal-to-Interference power ratio 

Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference power ratio 

Element by element exponential of a 

Summation of the elements of a 

Column vector of the diagonal elements of A 

i-th eigenvalue of A 

Minimum eigenvalue of A 

Maximum value 

Dimensionality 

Space spanned by the columns of A 

Space complement to the one Spanned by the columns of A 
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 

Glossary of Terms and 
Abbreviations 

The terms and the abbreviations that are used throughout the thesis are Usted 

and explained below: 

AWGN 

BPC 

BS 

DCS1800 

DOA 

DSP 

FDMA 

FTCDMA 

GMSK 

GSM 

LSC 

MS 

MSG 

PAS 

PCN 

PHD 

SPY 

Additive White Gaussian Noise 

Beamforming-type Power Control 

Base Station 

Digital Communication System 

Direction(s) of Arrivals 

Digital Signal Processing 

Frequency Division Multiple Access 

Frequency, Time, and Code Division Multiple Access 

Gaussian Filtered Minimum Shift Keying 

Group Special Mobile or Global System for Mobile 

Communications 

Location Service Centre 

Mobile Station 

Mobile Station Controller 

Path Angular Spread 

Personal Communication Network 

Pulse Height Distribution 

Source Position Vector 
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Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations 

SPM — Source Position Matrix 

TDMA — Time Division Multiple Access 

TPC — Transmitter Power Control 

UCA — Uniform Circular Array 

ULA — Uniform Linear Array 

UMTS — Universal Mobile Telecommunication System 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In recent years we have witnessed an explosive increase in the number of mobile 

communication products and services. Their capabilities have been remarkably extended 

and they have introduced a new era in telecommunications history. The potential of 

mobile communications systems is better understood by considering their penetration 

into the global telecommunication market and the associated revenue. So far the mobile 

communication industry as well as service providers and network operators have seen 

their most optimistic forecasts dramatically exceeded. The future appears even brighter 

since all predictions agree that by the year 2003 the number of mobile subscribers 

world-wide will be more than one billion, a staggering one in six of the world's total 

population [FT2000]. In global terms the number of mobile subscribers is expected to 

outnumber the fixed-line subscribers by 2008 [ITU99]. This implies a huge economic 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

opportunity and establishes mobile communications as the fastest growing 

telecommunication sector with an increase of 20% per year. 

As well as this rapid growth in the subscriber numbers, the evolution of mobile 

communication systems has also been driven by the launching of a wide range of new 

services such as multimedia, internet services, mobile computing, etc. The most 

restrictive factor for providing these types of service is the limitation of the frequency 

spectrum which is allocated to personal communications. This spectrum limitation 

governs the network capacity as well as the type and quality of the provided services, 

see Figure 1.1. Therefore, significant research effort has been devoted to the design of 

mobile radio systems that are able to cope with the enhanced demands of the new 

services, while utilising the available frequency spectrum in the most efficient way. 

In the last few years mobile radio systems have evolved from the analogue first 

generation to the digital second generation. Second generation mobile radio systems 

combine Frequency, Time, or Code Division Multiple Access with digital modulation 

and advanced coding schemes in order to reduce the co-channel interference generated 

by channel reuse and hence to enhance performance. Even these approaches however, 

have shown limited effectiveness against co-channel interference, which governs both 

the capacity and the quality of a mobile radio network. 

In recent years, the use of array processing has attracted particular attention 

since it appears a promising way to mitigate the effects of co-channel interference by 

jointly using the spatial and the time-frequency dimensions [PAUL97] [TOMP96]. The 

concept of array processing, or space-time processing as it is also known, is mainly 

related to the air interface of a radio system. It entails the processing of a number 

samples collected by a number of sensors, in our case RF antennas, with arbitrary 

locations and directional characteristics in order to extract useful information from 

certain parameters of the environment under investigation. 
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GROWTH IN 

SUBSCRIBER 

NUMBERS 1> 
DEMAND FDR 
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MODERN MO BILE 
RADIO SYSTEMS 

SPECTRUM 

LIMITATIONS 

Figure 1.1 : The driving forces in the evolution of modern mobile radio systems 

Array processing has been used extensively in several applications (e.g. radar, sonar, 

radio astronomy, geophysics, seismology, medical imaging, and various 

telecommunication systems) in order to detect [WAX85], [ZA087], and estimate the 

parameters of interest [JOHN93], as well as to spatially filter unwanted signals [MONZ80], 

[HUDS81], [VEEN88]. In mobile radio networks, the degree of interference cancellation 

that can be achieved by the use of array processing may have a significant impact on the 

overall system performance by enhancing the network capacity, the coverage area, and 

the quality of the provided services. In a multiuser environment, anay processing can be 

used both in the uplink and downlink by employing airays of antennas at the base 

stations. Additionally, array processing can provide innovative means for handling vital 

problems arising in mobile communications such as the positioning of mobile terminals 

and the estimation of various signal parameters (i.e. directions of arrivals, angular 

spread, received power level etc.). 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Aspects of Cellular Communication Systems 

Currently, cellular communication systems rely on an intelligent use of the 

allocated bandwidth by employing the concept of channel reuse [MACD79]. The 

principal idea of channel reuse is to utilise the same channels (i.e. frequency caiTiers, 

time slots, or codewords), in several links, providing that these links are sufficiently 

distant from one another will not cause significant level of co-channel interference. The 

channel reuse concept constitutes a dynamic breakthrough in the design of mobile radio 

networks. The coverage area is divided into a number of cells which use a part of the 

total bandwidth. Different channel sets are employed into adjacent cells in order to 

adequately reduce the co-channel interference for the transceivers of the base and 

mobile stations to operate efficiently. The distance between two cells that use the same 

channel set is known as the co-channel reuse distance. This distance determines an area 

of C cells in which the overall bandwidth is used once and is called a cluster. The 

number C is known as the cluster size. 

As the demand for wireless access is increasing, the number of channels 

available to each cell becomes insufficient to support the potential users. Therefore, 

techniques for increasing the network capacity must be applied. Cell splitting [RAPP96] 

is one of the proposed methods that involves the reduction of the cell area, while 

keeping unchanged the cluster size C. 

Another approach for increasing the capacity is to keep the cell area unchanged, 

and try to decrease the cluster size C. This leads to a more effective channel reuse since 

the total bandwidth of the system is used multiple times within the coverage area, and 

consequently the network can serve a greater number of subscribers. On the other hand, 

small cluster size implies a reduced co-channel reuse distance and thus increased levels 

of co-channel interference. Since both the network capacity and the Signal-to-

Interference Ratio at the input, SIRj„, depend on the cluster size, a trade-off between the 

optimum utilisation of the available frequency spectrum and the quality of the provided 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

services is required. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 for a mobile radio network of 

hexagonal cells and 1000 channels. Note that the network capacity is proportional to the 

cell capacity for a network that consists of a constant number of cells with the same 

area. 

(U 
o 
A 

CQ 
6 

& 
9 
u 

Cell Capacity 

VI 

15 20 25 30 

Cluster Size C 

Figure 1.2 : Cell capacity and SIRin as a function of the cluster size C for a 

mobile radio network with hexagonal cellidar geometry and 1000 

channels. 

Several methods have been proposed to increase the capacity of a mobile radio 

network by using a smaller cluster size while maintaining the service quality unchanged. 

These methods can be based on the design of systems that tolerate higher levels of co-

channel interference by using advanced digital modulation and coding schemes. 

Alternatively, they can reduce the interference level by employing channel assignment 

[GIOR97], [CHUA93], [ZAND93b], [YEUN94], efficient cell planning, or transmitter power 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

control [ZAND92a], [ZAND92b], [GRAN94]. Undoubtedly, the most common technique is 

by replacing the omnidirectional antennas at the base station sites with a number of 

directional antennas, each of which radiates within a specific sector. This process, which 

is known as sectorisation [RAPP96], [LEEC95], must be followed by the division of the 

available channels into as many groups as there are sectors. By using sectorisation the 

number of co-channel cells is reduced to a fraction of the co-channel cells of an 

omnidirectional antenna and the associated interference is reduced accordingly. The 

required infrastructure cost of applying sectorisation is not as high as for the case of cell 

splitting since the number of base stations remains unchanged. Furthermore, handovers 

from sector to sector cause much less control processing load because they take place 

within the same base station without any intervention from the mobile switching centre. 

1.2 Array Antenna Systems: Space-Time Processing 
Approach in Mobile Radio Networks 

Considering the spatial distribution of the mobile users within the cell area, a 

straightforward application of array processing in mobile radio networks is the use of 

array antenna systems at the base station sites. This can be seen as the natural extension 

of sectorisation. Array antenna systems utiUse spatial filtering, performed by anay 

processing systems, in order to access subscribers with directional beams and hence to 

enhance the performance of mobile networks. They allow the operators the ability to 

satisfy the expanding demand for network capacity and improved service quality in a 

cost-effective manner. Array antenna systems can be implemented in two ways, one is to 

employ switched-beam antennas and the other involves the process of beamforming. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.2.1 Switched-Beam Antenna Systems 

Switched-beam antennas aie special array antenna systems which employ signal 

processing to locate a mobile station within an antenna beam and afterwards control an 

antenna switch so that a particular radio channel unit is connected to that beam 

[LOPE96], see Figure 1.3. The formation of each antenna beam is achieved either by 

multiple narrowband directional antenna elements, or by a set of pre-calculated complex 

weight vectors which control an antenna array. The beam-selection algorithm 

determines which antenna pattern to employ by means of a received signal strength or a 

Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio at the input, SNIRiu, criterion [H098]. When this 

quality criterion is violated another beam of the same or different earner is selected for 

reception and transmission. 

Mobile Terminal 
Beamfon-ning 

Network 

Output 

Beam Selection 

Figure 1.3 : The switched-beam antenna system 

The directive nature of switched-beam antennas ensures an enhanced 

performance in comparison to omnidirectional and sectorised antenna systems [LIBE94]. 

This means reduced co-channel interference, improved link quality, increased capacity, 

and less handovers between base stations. According to experimental results from urban 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

macro-cellular systems [LI97], their performance in terms of gain improves with the 

number of available beams. In most of the cases the strongest beams are located in 

physically adjacent beams. However, the capabilities of switched-beam antennas are 

bounded by the limited number of pre-formed antenna patterns which cannot optimally 

cover every possible case. This leads to an imperfect beam selection that is dominated 

by the angular spread of the multipath and can dramatically affect the output SNIRQ 

[MATS97]. Beside that, the performance of switched-beam antennas is severely affected 

when the desired signal and the interferences are not well separated (i.e. placed within 

the boundaries of the same beam) [MOOR96]. Switched-beam antennas undoubtedly 

offer an attractive solution since the required cost, complexity, and modifications to the 

existing infrastructure are minimum. They provide a "stepping stone" towards 

harnessing the full potential of space diversity in mobile communication networks, a 

potential that will be fulfilled using "beamforming". 

1.2.2 The Beamforming 

"Beamforming" can simultaneously provide beam and null steering for receiving 

and transmitting. This is achieved by dynamically modifying the antenna array pattern. 

The effect is an amplification of the received signal coming from the desired mobile 

station, and significant suppression of the co-channel interferences. The enhanced 

capabilities of a beamformer as compared to the capabilities of the switched-beam 

antennas are illustrated in FigurelA for a desired mobile station located at the broadside 

and an interference arriving from 6 — 45°. In this example, a uniform circular array of 

iV = 10 antenna elements has been used. It becomes apparent that the beamformer can 

control the formation of both the beam and the nulls in the array pattern. On the 

contrary, the switched-beam antennas perform beam steering only and there is no 

guarantee of a zero response in the interference directions, as illustrated in 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Figure 1.4 (a). Therefore, the SNIRo at the output of a beamformer is considerably 

higher than the SNIRQ in the output of a switched-beam antenna. 

Desired 
Mobile Unit 

Desired 
Mobile Unit 

Base Station 

Interfering 
Mobile Unit 

ase Station 

Interfering 
Mobile Unit 

/ 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.4 : The antenna pattern for (a) a switched-beam antenna, and (b) 

a beamformer. 

A beamformer can be considered as an array of distributed antenna elements, 

with arbitrary locations and directional characteristics, which are coupled together to 

form a number of outputs by a network of complex weights, (see Figure 1.5). These 

complex weights control the gain and phase of the antenna outputs in order to synthesise 

a transmission/reception pattern that steers beams towards the directions of the wanted 

mobile stations and nulls towards the directions of the interfering ones, as it is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6. Note that, for simplicity, Figure 1.6, shows only one desired 

and one interfering mobile as well as the associated antenna pattern. The weight vector 

w = [wi, W2,.. • is estimated by a weight estimation algorithm based on a 

number of data samples. The task of the algorithm is to "track" the changes in the 

received signals caused by the movements of the mobile stations or the variations in the 

propagation environment, and then change the weight vector accordingly. 
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Interfering Mobile 
Terminal 

Desired Mobile 
Teraiinal 
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Network 

Array Output 

Weight Estnnation 
Interfering Mobile 

Terminal 

Beamfomier 's 
Outputs 

Figure 1.5 : The Beamformer. 

Although beamfoiming is a flexible configuration, its implementation is 

complex since it must be integrated with the base station infrastructure. The main 

difference from switched-beam antenna systems is that the weight vector, which 

synthesises the suitable antenna pattern, is a continuous quantity, estimated using a 

number of data samples, and is not selected from a pre-specified set. This makes the 

beamformer flexible enough to cope with every scenario, and achieve optimum 

performance. The versatile form of spatial filtering performed by the beamformer boosts 

the desired signal while simultaneously suppressing the interference coming from the 

neighbouring mobile stations [ G O D A 9 7 a ] , [ G O D A 9 7 b ] . Therefore, the output S N I R Q is 

remarkably increased allowing a more aggressive channel reuse policy which implies a 

higher network capacity. Not only can the whole bandwidth be reused in every cell (i.e. 

C = 1 one cell cluster), but in some cases multiple times within the same cell 
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(0 < C < 1). This enormous capacity increase means that beamforming is considered to 

be one of the most promising techniques for covering the future demand for wireless 

access. 

omnidirectional 
antenna pattern 

^ ^ a Base Station 
beamformer 

antenna pattern 
Desired Mobile 

Interfering Mobile 

Figure 1.6 : Omnidirectional and beamforming antenna patterns at the base 

statioji. 

The use of beamfoiTning at the base stations can be implemented in two different 

ways. The first one, which is illustrated in Figure 1.7a, applies spatial processing at the 

RF or IF frequency using analogue techniques. In the second one, see Figure 1.7b, 

spatial filtering is applied to the baseband signal using digital techniques. 
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Figure 1.7 : Two beamforming implementations (a) RF spatial filtering, 

(b) Baseband spatial filtering. 
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The main advantages of beamforming [TANGE94] can be summarised as follows: 

• expands the capacity of a mobile radio network to the full potential giving the 

operators the chance to serve a much greater number of users with the existing 

bandwidth. 

• reduces the co-channel interference and improves the quality of the links by 

boosting the output SNIRo. 

• reduces fading effects since the directional antenna patterns minimise multipath 

propagation. 

• provides an enhanced radio coverage, range extension, and hole filling as well as 

better building penetration due to the antenna gain toward the desired mobile 

terminal. 

• enables dynamic cell shape and size formation according to the traffic 

requirements. This leads to an efficient use of the radio resources which can be 

simply adjusted by changing some algorithm parameters. 

• requires less power output from the base stations' power amplifiers and the 

mobile terminals due to the gain of the synthesised antenna pattern, and also 

easier transmission power control due to interference suppression. The former 

also results in reduced electromagnetic pollution. 

• allows more effective handovers since the position of the mobile station can be 

followed more precisely using the DOA information. 

• increases the security of the communication since tapping of a link requires the 

intruder to be located between the mobile and the base station. 

• easy implementation in existing mobile radio networks without any modification 

in the mobile terminals since the beamformers are placed only at the base station 

sites. 
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1.3 Objective of the Thesis 

From the previous sections, it becomes apparent that array processing is a key 

technology for improving the quality and the capacity of mobile radio networks. This 

remarkable achievement can be realised by pursuing a systematic development of array 

techniques suitable for the multiuser environment of mobile communication networks. 

The objective of this thesis is to exploit the benefits of using array antenna systems in 

mobile radio networks. This is accomplished by proposing innovative approaches for 

handling vital problems that arise in mobile communications. Particular emphasis is 

given to co-channel interference cancellation, and to the estimation of a number of 

parameters associated with the received signals and the mobile stations. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organised into five chapters. After this 

introductory chapter the structure of the thesis is as follows: 

The aim of Chapter 2 is to present a review of the wireless channel in mobile 

radio networks as well as to describe the modelling of the signals at a base stations with 

array antennas under various conditions. Such a modelling is essential for the 

development, analysis, and evaluation of beamforming and array processing techniques 

in the following chapters. The employed channel model is a time varying function which 

takes into account the path loss attenuation, as well as the slow and fast fading 

variations of the received signals. The model also includes the Doppler, time delay and 

angular spread due to the multipath propagation and the motion of the mobile stations. 

These properties of the radio channel are used in conjunction with the resolution 

capabilities of the employed array configuration in order to classify the incoming signals 
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according to their spatial distribution and treat them accordingly. This chapter also 

establishes the notation to be used throughout the thesis. 

In Chapter 3, an innovative interference cancellation approach is proposed, that 

is suitable for mobile radio networks. This approach comprises a superresolution 

directional power profile estimator and a signal subspace-type beamformer. The foimer, 

provides estimates for the DOAs, the angular spread, and the received power level of the 

incoming signals by performing a two parameter optimisation of a specially formulated 

cost function. The beamformer can form sharp as well as controlled broad nulls, and 

thus is in a position to handle both point and diffuse type of mobile stations. The weight 

vector of this beamformer is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of 

the array response matrices corresponding to the diffuse type of mobile stations as well 

as to the manifold vectors of the point type mobiles. Analytical expressions are also 

given for the power level estimates of the superresolution power profile. These 

expressions interrelate the estimates of the directional power profile with the received 

power and the correlation coefficients of the incoming signals for various degrees of 

correlation. 

In Chapter 4, a new class of intra base station channel assignment algorithms is 

proposed. Such algorithms are vital for applying array processing in mobile 

communication systems since they permit the beamformer to cater for co-directional or, 

almost co-directional mobiles. Initially, an investigation of all the elements that affect 

the intra base station channel assignment problem is carried out and the problem is 

explicitly formulated. Then two innovative algorithms are introduced. The first one 

performs channel assignment according to an angular threshold and a channel threshold 

that together guarantee the accomplishment of some performance criteria. The second 

algorithm aims to maximise the angle between the subspace spanned by the manifold 

vector of the desired mobile station and that spanned by the manifold vectors of the 

interfering mobiles. A number of computer simulations demonstrate an impressive 
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improvement in situations where the beamformer must handle mobile stations with 

small angular separation. 

In Chapter 5, a novel positioning approach for mobile radio networks is 

proposed. This approach locates a given mobile by using a number of base stations 

surrounding it as an array of large aperture and known geometry. Spherical wave 

propagation is employed in order to model the received signals by this array of base 

stations. The position of the mobile station is estimated as the intersection point of three 

circular loci. The centres and radii of these loci are calculated from the signal 

eigenvalues of the covariance matrices corresponding to a number of reference points 

after subtracting the noise effects. A number of simulation results show that the 

proposed approach can estimate the position of the mobiles with exceptional accuracy 

even for low SNRj„ x L. Analytical expressions are also provided that interrelate the 

estimation error due to the finite averaging effects with the locations of the base stations 

and the product SNRi„ x L. 

Finally, in Chapter 6, the thesis is concluded and a summary of original 

contributions is provided. Furthermore, possible new research directions are outlined to 

complement this thesis. 
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Chapter 2 

Description and Modelling of the 
Wireless Channel 

In order to apply space-time processing in mobile communications an 

appropriate signal modelling of the received signals is initially required. This modelling 

must include all the effects of the wireless channel and consider both the temporal and 

the spatial characteristics. The classical signal modelling for space-time processing 

focusses mainly on the spatial domain [SCHM86], [ANDE91]. The signals are described in 

the temporal domain using Gaussian distributions. This type of modelling does not 

include any radio channel effects such as fading, time delay, or Doppler spread. In 

contrast, all the models for mobile radio systems without antenna arrays describe in 

detail the temporal characteristics of the received signals without considering spatial 

characteristics. A combined modelling is required here since the use of antenna arrays 

permits the receiver to use spatial information as well. The main effects of the channel 
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on the received signals arise from the multipath propagation and the motion of the 

mobile stations. These two phenomena affect both the temporal and the spatial 

characteristics of the signals. Additionally, a mobile radio network is a multiuser 

environment. Therefore, co-channel interference is a major element and must be 

incorporated into the model. 

In the following sections a brief review of the wireless channel will be given that 

will enable a better understanding of the nature and the characteristics of the channel in 

mobile communication systems. This review will be followed by a detailed description 

of the signal modelling that will be used throughout this thesis. The impact of the array 

configuration upon the received signals will also be studied along with the impact on the 

modelling. 

2.1 The Wireless Channel 

In mobile communications the signal transmitted by a base station or a mobile 

unit arrives at the destination via numerous different paths. This type of propagation is 

known as multipath and it is the dominant form of propagation in mobile radio 

networks. Multipath is due to the reflection, diffraction, and scattering of the transmitted 

signals on various objects in the propagation environment, whose dimensions are large 

relative to the propagation wavelength. Multipath propagation distinguishes the received 

signals in mobile radio systems from any other radio communication system. It affects 

the received power level (i.e. path loss, fading etc.), and also causes a spreading of the 

signal in various dimensions (i.e. delay, Doppler, angular spread), as is illustrated in 

Figure 2.1. 

All these aspects of the received signal depend on the motion of the mobile 

stations and the particular characteristics of the propagation area (i.e. terrain 

configuration, and manmade environment). The outcome is a received signal that 

experiences severe strength variations with time and distance, (see Figure 2.2). 
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In the following sections a review of the wireless channel characteristics in 

macrocells is presented, highlighting their effects on the received signal. 

2.1.1 The Propagation Path Loss 

The propagation path loss is the attenuation of a radio signal as it travels from 

the transmitter to the receiver. This happens due to spread of the signal energy as it 

propagates as well as due to the absorption of the energy by the constituents of the 

atmosphere and foliage, as well as by ground reflection. In a mobile radio environment 

it is often assumed that there is an unobstructed line-of-sight path as well as a surface 

reflected path. According to this two-ray model the received power level Pr decays 

with the distance d between the transmitter and the receiver according to an inverse 

fourth power law [PARS92]: 

f r = (21) 

for d 3> hi, hj.. 

where Pt is the transmission power, Gt and Gr are the transmitter and the receiver 

antenna power gains respectively, and hf, hj. represent the antenna height at the 

transmitter and the receiver. 
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Figure 2.1: The wireless channel model. 
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Figure 2.2 : Normalised power level of the received signal for a mobile unit moving 

backwards from a base station in an urban area with a speed v = 35 mph. 

An inverse fourth-power-law has been assumed for the path loss. 
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According to experimental measurements, however, the received power level 

does not follow the rate of Equation 2.1 [LEE93]. In practice, the diversity of mobile 

communication systems, as well as elements relating to the terrain configuration, the 

man-made environment and the characteristics of the transmitter and receiver, have 

stimulated the introduction of several propagation path loss models. The most popular 

model for macrocellular systems is Hata's model [HATA80], which is based on the 

Okumura's prediction method [OKUM68]. This model gives estimates of the path loss 

attenuation of radio waves with propagation frequencies 150 MHz < /c < 1500 MHz 

over urban, suburban, and rural areas. The base station and the mobile station antenna 

height varies between 30 m < hs s < 200 m and 1 m < Hms < 10 m respectively. The 

model can be applied to distances ranging from 1 km to 20 km away from the base 

station. The propagation path loss of Hatta's model for a typical urban environment 

p̂hurban sl functlon of the propagation frequency fc, the base station and the mobile 

station antenna height, hss, hus^ the distance d, and a correction factor a{hMS , fc) 

which depends on the manmade environment. The propagation path loss for suburban 

and rural areas is calculated from the with additional correction factors. 

An extension of Hata's model was proposed for Personal Communication 

Systems (PCS) which operate on frequencies higher than 1500 MHz and employ smaller 

cell size and lower base station antenna height. This model, known as COST 231 

[COST231], is for urban microcellular systems and comprises two parts. The first one, 

known as the COST231-Hata model, is based on the proposal of Mogensen et. al. 

[M0GE91]. It holds for propagation frequencies 1500 MHz < fc < 2000 MHz and is 

based on systems with base station antennas located higher than 30 m. The model can 

also be used for lower antenna heights provided that the height of the surrounding 

buildings is lower. It gives accurate estimates for distances d > 1 km, since for smaller 

ranges the path loss is highly dependent upon the local topology. The second part is the 

C0ST231 -Walfish-Ikegami [WALF88] model and can be applied in cases where the base 

station antenna is either above or below the roof tops. This model is valid for 

propagation frequencies 800 MHz < fc < 2000 MHz, base station antenna heights 
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4 m < < 50 m, mobile station antenna heights 1 m < KMS < 3 m, and distances 

20 m < d < 5 km. However, it has poor performance for h s s < since it does 

not account for the wave guiding in the street canyons and the diffraction at street 

comers. The COST231-Walfish-Ikegami model considers that the propagation path loss 

is inversely proportional to the distance d with an exponent n = 2.6 when the line-of-

sight path is non-obstructed. For the non-line-of-sight case, the model estimates the path 

loss by means of three factors. The first factor is associated with the free space loss 

(n = 2), the second takes into account the effects of the roof-top-to-street diffraction 

and scatter loss, and the third is the multi-screen diffraction loss which is also a function 

of d. 

For ranges less than 500 m and base station antenna heights less than 20 m the 

received signal power level can be estimated from a two-slope model based on 

empirical measurements [HARL80], [FEUE94]. This model assumes free space 

propagation as the dominant propagation method near the base station. At larger 

distances a power law form with exponent varying from — 8 to — 4 is proposed. The 

change point between the free space and the inverse n-th (n > 2) propagation law 

occurs at the point where the Fresnel zone between the antennas of the base and the 

mobile station touches the ground assuming a flat surface. This distance from the base 

station is a function of the antenna heights as well as the propagation frequency. 

Street microcells can often exhibit non line-of-sight propagation at very short 

distances from the base station. This happens when the mobile station rounds a street 

comer and loses the line-of-sight path from the base station. In such cases there is a 

significant drop of the signal strength that is referred to as the comer effect. This 

phenomenon can reduce the received power level by 25-30 dB over distances less than 

10 m from the base station [LOTS89]. For such environments an empirical street comer 

model has been proposed by Grimlund and Gudmudson [GRIM91]. The model considers 

that the propagation path loss of non line-of-sight streets is equivalent to the path loss of 
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an imaginary transmitter located at the street comer with a distance dependence identical 

to that of a line-of-sight modelling. 

Finally, several path loss models [M0LK91], [HASH93] have also been proposed 

for indoor radio propagation and signal penetration into buildings. Indoor propagation is 

strongly influenced by specific features such as the layout of the buildings, the building 

type, and the construction materials. In addition, small variations of the indoor 

environment as well as of the antenna height can cause dramatic changes in the received 

signal level. In cases of signal penetration into buildings the received signal power 

increases with the building level and the propagation frequency. 

2.1.2 Fading 

It has been seen that the propagation path loss provides a rough estimate of the 

received signal strength for all locations a distance d away from the transmitter. In 

practice however, the particular characteristics of the topography between the base 

station and the mobile unit may cause significant variations in the power level of the 

received signal. These variations of the signal strength from the value estimated by the 

path loss expression are known zs, fading. Fading typically consists of two multiplicative 

components known as slow and fast fading. The former represents the long-term 

variations of the received signal caused by the terrain configuration of the area and the 

man-made environment, while the latter represents the short term variations due to the 

multiple local reflectors / scatterers in the vicinity of the mobile unit. 

Slow Fading 

Slow fading Gs describes the strength variations of the received signal caused by 

the shadowing effects of buildings and other man-made structures as well as by various 
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natural features between the base station and the mobile unit. Slow fading is the local 

mean, in time or space domain, of the short term variations. Experimental measurements 

have proved that the statistical characteristics of the slow fading can be described by a 

zero mean lognormal distribution [LEE93] (see Appendix 2.A). The standard deviation a 

of the slow fading statistics is strongly dependent on the propagation environment, the 

carrier frequency, and the height of base station and mobile unit antennas. In practice a 

varies between 4 dB and 17 dB with a typical value of 8 dB [STUB96]. It is worth 

mentioning that this lognormal distribution has zero mean so that the slow fading 

represents a fluctuation of the received signal strength around the value estimated by the 

propagation path loss. 

Fast Fading 

The fast fading Gf, also known as multipath fading, describes the strength 

variation of the received signals caused by the reflection or scattering of the transmitted 

signal on objects in the local area of the mobile unit. By assuming that a number K of 

rays arrive at the base station antenna from a mobile unit, with amplitude Gf^ and phase 

ipf^, the amplitude Gf and the phase v / of the total signal is given by: 

K 
(2/ -e) ((3/* - e" ^ '0 (2.2) 

A: = 1 

The fast fading factor accounts for the amplitude variations of the received signals 

due to multipath propagation and its square describes the power difference of the k-

th ray from the path loss and the slow fading shared by all rays. 

The phase <pf is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 2%), and amplitude of 

the total signal Gf can be described by a Nakagami distribution [KAPL93] (see 

Appendix 2. A). 
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2.1.3 Doppler Spread 

Doppler spread represents the frequency shift on the signals arriving at the base 

station, or at the mobile, due to the mobile motion. Doppler spread can be described as 

the spread of a pure tone over a finite spectral bandwidth. Due to multipath propagation 

in mobile radio systems, the relative motion of the mobile station with respect to the 

reflectors/scatterers in its vicinity causes Doppler Spread. If ijjk denotes the direction of 

the A:-th reflector/scatterer with respect to the vector of the mobile unit velocity, the 

Doppler spread can be expressed as: 

a(() = - cos(^tm) (2.3) 

where = ^ • /c is the maximum Doppler frequency shift, v is the speed of the 

mobile station, c is the speed of light in the propagation medium, and fc is the 

propagation frequency. 

Plane waves arriving from the direction of motion will experience a positive Doppler 

shift, whereas those arriving from the opposite direction will experience a negative 

Doppler shift. 

Assuming that the reflectors/scatters are uniformly distributed around the mobile 

station (i.e. IPK ~ U[0,27T)), then the baseband power spectral density (PSD) of the 

received signal has the following form [PARS92] for a fixed time delay TQ.' 

3-P 
\ / 

. 
psd(/ ,7-,)=.{ (2.4) 

0 otherwise 

where P is the mean signal power received by an isotropic antenna. 
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It is often possible for a direct line-of-sight path to also be present in the 

received signal. In such cases the power spectral density must be modified by an 

additional component placed at the frequency of the direct path [STUB96]. 

PSD(/, r„) = j L 3-P 
/3+1 4-7r-/z)„ ^ ^ - /c - /Zoa) (2.5) 

where fios — fomax ' is the Doppler shift of the line-of-sight path, and (3 is the 

power ratio of the direct to the scattered path known also as the Rice factor. 

Finally Figure 2.3 shows the one sided power spectral density (i.e. PSD(/, Tq)) 

of the received signal coming from a mobile unit which is moving at a speed 

= 40 mph. The propagation frequency is fc = 900 MHz, the Rice factor /5 = 1, and 

the direction of the line-of-sight ray with respect to the vector of the mobile unit velocity 

is '4^ios — 60 . 

e 

•a 

IX fc fĉ fomax 

fc^fDmax'COS(^ los) 

Figure 2.3: One sided power spectral density of the received signal in the presence 

of a line-of-sight ray (i.e. the shaded area denotes the power of the 

received signal). 
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2.1.4 The Delay Spread 

In a mobile radio environment the presence of multipath propagation causes the 

received signal to arrive from several different paths. These paths have different lengths 

and hence the incoming rays have different arrival times. As a result a transmitted 

impulse appears at the other end as a pulse train (i.e. series of echoes) with a spread 

referred to as the delay spread. The time delay spread is measured from the first to the 

last detectable echo and is strongly dependent on the propagation environment. 

Considering a number of scatterers in the vicinity of the mobile unit, the probability 

density function of the time delay corresponding to the /c-th incoming ray can be 

modelled by an exponential distribution (see Appendix 2.A). The average delay spread of 

the exponential distribution, depends on the propagation frequency and the man-made 

environment, and determines the characteristics of the wireless channel 

[COX72],[COX75]. Longer average delay spreads (i.e. Tsp < 3 //sec) are usually found in 

metropolitan areas where many large buildings are present, while the average delay 

spread is shorter in rural areas (i.e. Tsp < 0.2 /usec). Remote scatterers generate rays 

with much longer time delays (i.e. Tgp < 15 //sec) which in certain mountainous areas 

can reach up to 150 //sec [BRAU91]. The longer the time delay of an incoming ray, the 

lower its signal strength. Figure 2.4 depicts the normalised spread of the received signal 

power in the time delay domain for a narrowband mobile radio receiver with 200 kHz 

bandwidth, operating in a typical urban environment. 

In a time dispersed medium like the mobile propagation channel, time delay 

spread may cause envelope correlation of two incoming rays or intersymbol interference 

(ISI) in digital systems. Coherent Bandwidth Be is a parameter which can be employed 

to determine the dispersion characteristics of the channel and the effects on the received 

signal. When the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is smaller than the coherent 

bandwidth, all the frequency components encounter nearly identical attenuation and 

time delay, having a strong potential for amplitude correlation. The coherent bandwidth 

is inversely proportional to the delay spread and depends also on the correlation 
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threshold (i.e. for correlation less than or equal to 0.9 then Be ~ 5 0 ^ ' while for 

correlation less than or equal to 0.5 B, c — 4.,r [JAKE74]). In the case of digital 

transmission the intersymbol interference due to the delay spread limits the maximum 

transmission rate which must be Tmax < 5 ^ for a low bit eiTor rate performance 

otherwise an equaliser is required to reduce the intersymbol interference. 
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Figure 2.4 : Normalised power spread in the time delay domain for a narrowband 
mobile radio receiver (BW — 200 kHz) operating in a typical urban 
wireless channel (Tgp = 3 jisec). 
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2.1.5 The Angular Spread 

The angular spread of a received signal is the spread in the directions-of-airival 

(DOA) of the incoming rays due to the multipath, and it can be defined as the standard 

deviation of the received signal power in the angular domain. The direction from which 

the maximum power level is received, which usually determines the direction of the 

mobile unit, is considered as the mean DOA. Another approach, known as Path Angular 

Spread (PAS) [LAIH97], defines the angular spread as the standard deviation of all 

incoming rays around the maximum power level whose power is not less than 3 dB 

below the maximum. The path angular spread excludes remote scatterers and gives an 

indication of the angular spread due to the local scatterer in the vicinity of the mobile 

unit. 

The angular spread is a function of the distribution of scatters and consequently 

is strongly dependent on the propagation environment (i.e. urban, suburban, rural, etc.), 

as well as on height of the base station antenna and the propagation frequency. 

Assuming also that the radius of the local scattering area is constant within the 

propagation environment, the path angular spread, is also a function of the distance 

between the base station and the mobile unit. In [LAIH97], a total angular spread 

(i.e. both PAS and remote scatterers) of 20°-50° is reported, while the path angular 

spread values were 5°-10°, for measurements at 2 GHz in light urban and suburban 

macrocells. Similar values (i.e. ~ 5°) have also been measured for a DCS 1800 urban 

macrocellular system [MOGE97], but it is noted that angular spread increases 

considerably when the rays impinging from the direction of the mobile vanish. In 

[TRUM96], measurements from suburban and rural macrocells at 870 MHz are presented 

which indicate a path angular spread of 5° and 3° respectively at 1 km from the base 

station under non line-of-sight conditions. 

Several distributions, such as the Uniform [ADAC86], the Normal [SALZ94], and 

the n-th power cosine shaped [LEE73] ones, have been proposed in order to describe path 

angular spread. In practice however, a Laplacian distribution has been found [PEDE97] to 
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more closely approach experimental measurements both for urban and rural aieas. The 

distribution, which is employed for PAS, determines the form of the angulai" power 

spectrum of the received signal, and the envelope correlation coefficient between the 

signal received by two base station antennas separated by some distance. It must be 

pointed out that the angular spread and the time delay of the incoming rays are two 

features of mobile radio networks that stem from the multipath due to the reflection, 

scattering, and diffraction of signals on objects within the propagation environment. 

Hence, a straightforward approach would be to employ a joint angular and delay power 

spectrum for the received signal as described in [LIBE96]. 
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2.2 Modelling the Wireless Channel for Systems with Base 
Station Array Antennas 

2.2.1 Incoming Signal Model 

In order to model the signals received by a base station with an array of N 

antennas let us consider the diagram of Figure 2.1 (see page 37) which illustrates all the 

effects introduced by the wireless channel. If Vi{t) denotes the transmitted signal from 

the 2-th mobile station^, this signal can be expressed as follows: 

M't) = • exp{j • Ci} • Ui{t) (2.6) 

Pt. is the transmission power from the z-th mobile station 
where { Ci is a random phase Q G [0, ITT) 

Ui{t) is the baseband message signal of the i-th mobile 

As shown in Figure 2.1, various effects are applied to the transmitted signal 

Vi{t) due to the motion and multipath propagation. As a result, Ki signals arrive at the 

base station antenna array from the z-th mobile station. Each individual signal has been 

affected by the following phenomena: 

• path loss attenuation 

• slow fading 

• random attenuation, phase shift, and angular 

spread due to the reflection 

• Doppler phase shift due to the motion 

Therefore, the A:-th component of the received signal from the z-th mobile station can be 

expressed as: 

iNote that the carrier term, (i.e. exp{j • 27r • /c}) is not considered in this analysis. 
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= ^P,, • GPI , . • G „ . . G,,„ • , - A . , . (2 .7 ) 

where < 

Gphî  is the path loss factor 
Ggj^is the slow fading factor 
Gf̂ i. is the amplitude component of the fast fading factor 
fc is the propagation frequency 
fik is the Doppler frequency shift for the k-th scatterer 
Arjfc = ^ is the time delay difference between 

the k-th and the direct path 
Adk is the path difference between the fc-th and the direct path 

Based on the above modelling, the array output x{t) of a base station with an 

array of N antennas, receiving signals from M mobile stations, can be expressed as : 

x{t) = [§i(t),§2(t),...,SM(t)] 

2211 (t) 

zzwM 

+ n{t) (2 8) 

where m^{t) = [mn (t), 771̂2 ( t ) , i t ) f 1,2, denotes the Ki-

dimensional column vector of the baseband signals arriving at the array reference point 

from the Ki reflectors/scatterers in the vicinity of the i-th mobile station, n{t) represents 

the TV-dimensional column vector of the noise at the array antennas, and Si(t), 

i~ 1,2,..., M, is the following matrix 

§*(() — (j)i + A0ji(t)) , ^[9i + A9i2{t), + A(j)i2{t)), 

^{Oi + A9iK.{t), (t)i + A(j)iK^{t)^ (2.9) 

with columns, the manifold vectors corresponding to the Ki rays originating from the i-

th mobile. The parameters Oi, (pi denote the azimuth and elevation bearings of the i-th 

mobile station, and A6ik, A(f)ik are the differences in azimuth and elevation between the 

direction of the z-th mobile station and the direction of the k-th reflector. 
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The A^-dimensional manifold vector 5(0 ,0) represents the complex array 

response to a single source of unity power with direction parameters 6 and (p, and 

contains, as can be seen from its modelling^, all the necessary information about the 

array geometry, the angular position of the source and the propagation frequency. 

^{9,0) = g{9,0) © exp{ - j-g - k{e, (j))} (2.10) 

where 9, 0 are the azimuth and elevation bearings of the source respectively, 0(^9, (j)) is 

the complex vector of the gain and phase response of the antennas in the direction 9,(j), 

V.= [tx^Ly^Lz] denotes the locations of the array elements, and 

k{9,(f)) = ^ • [cos(0) • cos(0), sin(0) • cos(0), sin(0)]^ is the wavenumber vector^. 

Most array signal processing methods assume that the locus of the SPVs (i.e. the array 

manifold) is known either analytically or through calibration. 

If all the reflectors/scatterers in the vicinity of the i-th mobile are located 

relatively close to the mobile station, then the Ki rays experience similar path loss, slow 

fading, and propagation time difference components, 

^phik — ^phi 
^Sik — ^Si 

Arik ~ Ar, 
i.e. < Gsii, ^ Gsi yk 

and Equation 2.7 can be simplified as follows: 

mik{t) = • Gphi • Gŝ  • Gf.^ • exp(j • c p f j • Ui{t - A n ) (2.11) 

where = 2 •-k • [fik • t - Arj • (fc + fik)) + % is uniformly distributed 

in [0,27r). 

Figure 2.5 explicitly presents the radio channel effects on the signals received by 

a base station array for a single user scenario. Note that the parameter ^ik represents the 

^Throughout Chapter 2 far field propagation is assumed. 
^Without loss of generality in this thesis the elevation angle (<̂ ) is assumed to be constant and equal to 
zero (i.e. k{9,0°) = ^ • [cos(g), sin(g), 0]^ ). 
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complex fading amplitude that encompasses the path loss, the slow fading, the random 

attenuation and phase shift due to the reflection, and the Doppler shift due to motion. 

— h S ) — 

5i(9/+A9i;)' 

J';(0/+A9,J) 

Sl(Q:+AQiKi 

j'2(6,+A8j/) 

J';(8,+A8,:) 

S:{Qi+AQu 

n2(t)— 

,̂v(9/+A6i;)-

6'A(8,+A9,j)-

i'A{9i+A9,A-,)-+-i 

HnO)—•() 

Xuft) 

Figure 2.5 : Radio channel effects for a single user scenario (note that the carrier 

frequency component has not been included). 
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2.2.2 The Resolution Capabilities of the Array Configuration 

The resolution threshold of an array configuration provides the minimum 

azimuth-angular separation for resolving two sources close together at bearings Oi and 

^2=^1 + A0, and is given [MANI94], [KARI96] by the following expression: 

a 
'••P2 

AOres = TT (2.12) 

where = y g), JCi{9m) is the first curvature of the array 

manifold^ [DAC095b], R g = R and R = • cos((9) + • sin(0) for a 

planar array. 

In Equation 2.12, g{6i), 5(^2) denote the complex gain and phase response of the 

individual array antennas towards the directions 9i and 62 respectively 

(^(^1) = ^(^2) = 1 in the case of omni-directional antennas), Pi and P2 represent the 

powers of the received signals at the array reference point, SNRg^ is the signal-to-noise 

power ratio of the emitter with bearing 9i at the array reference point, and Sg(0i) is the 

rate of change of the arc length of the manifold curve. 

It must be noted that the resolution threshold AOres is a lower theoretical bound. 

This means that in practice no real beamformer can achieve such performance and 

distinguish between incoming rays when their angular separation is equal to A9res- It 

can be used however to provide a good indication of whether the signals coming from a 

mobile station correspond to a point source or they exhibit an angular distribution that 

requires a different approach at the beamformer. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the resolution threshold AOres for a uniform circular array 

(i.e. omni-directional base station reception/transmission < 6 < 360°), and a uniform 

linear array (i.e. 120° sectorisation 30° < 9 < 150°). Both the array configurations have 

is the azimuth angle which corresponds to the arc length on the array manifold. It is assumed 

t h a t 0 „ ~ ^ = 
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N — 10 omni-directional antenna elements and the same aperture. According to the 

results the uniform circular array exhibits the same resolution capability for all azimuth 

angles while the resolution capability of the linear array is greatest towards the 

broadside. Figure 2.7 illustrates the resolution threshold of a uniform 

circular array of TV = 10 omni-directional antenna elements as a function of the product 

SNRgj X L. It can be seen that there is a monotonic improvement in the resolution 

capability of the array configuration as the SNRg^ x L increases. 

I 
i 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 100 200 300 360 

Azimuth Angle (degrees) 

(a) 

§3 

1 
i 

30 50 100 

Azimuth Angle (degrees) 

(b) 

Figure 2.6: The resolution threshold A^rea of (a) a Uniform Circular Array and, (b) a 

Uniform Linear Array. Both the configurations have N = 10 omni-

directional antenna elements and the same aperture (SNRg^ = 20 dB, 

L = 100 snapshots, Pi = P2 = 1). 
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oh 

0 10 20 

SNRxL (dB) 

Figure 2.7: The resolution threshold AOres of a Uniform Circular Array of N = 10 

omni-directional antenna elements as a function of the product SNRg^ x L 

(Pi = P2 = Ij-

2.2.3 The Effects of the Array Configuration Resolution Capabilities 

on the Incoming Signal Model 

From the previous sections it becomes apparent that the maximum angular 

spread A9i of the rays impinging on the array from the z-th mobile station in 

conjunction with the resolution threshold of the array configuration Ad^es can be 

employed to classify the incoming signals as point or diffuse sources. The maximum 

angular spread can be expressed as a function of the radius r of the scattering area and 

the distance dj between the base station and the i-th mobile as follows: 

A9i = 2 • arcsin(^) (2 13) 
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Based on the resolution threshold of the employed array configuration as well as 

the possible types of scattering environments, the signals arriving at the base station of a 

macrocellular mobile radio network can be classified into the following three categories: 

• signals arriving from mobile stations which are located relatively close to the 

base station. These mobile stations are usually intra-cell mobile stations and 

exhibit maximum angular spread > A9res- The energy of such signals, with 

respect to the base station, is distributed over a wide angular range around the 

central direction of the mobile station and it is more likely to correspond to a 

diffuse source. In the theoretical case, L ^ oo, the maximum number of 

resolvable rays in this case is equal to • 

• signals arriving from mobile stations which are located far from the base station 

(i.e. inter-cell mobile units) and exhibit maximum angular spread A9i < A9res-

These signals are seen by the array configuration as point sources coming from 

the direction of the mobile stations. In such cases the matrix Si{t) and the vector 

mi{t) associated with the i-th mobile are reduced to vector S_{9i) and scalar 

mi{t) respectively. That is: 

= ^/Pti • Gphi • Gsi • Gf^ • • Ui{t - An) (2.14) 
k 

where 

= (2.15) 
k 

• signals originating from remote scatterers, out of the vicinity of the mobile, can 

be considered as individual rays or clusters of rays with significantly different 

DO As, much smaller amplitude, and large time delays. 
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2.3 Conclusions 

The aim of this chapter was to present a review of the wireless channel in mobile 

radio networks as well as to describe the modelling of the signals at base stations 

equipped with array antennas under various conditions. Such a modelling is essential for 

the development, analysis, and evaluation of beamforming and space-time processing 

techniques in the following chapters. The employed channel model is a time varying 

function which takes into account the path loss attenuation, as well as the slow and fast 

fading variations of the received signals. The model also includes the Doppler, time 

delay, and angular spread caused due to the multipath propagation and the motion of the 

mobile units. These properties of the radio channel are used in conjunction with the 

resolution capabilities of the employed array configuration in order to classify the 

incoming signals according to their spatial distribution and treat them accordingly. 

Finally, this chapter establishes the notation which is be used throughout the rest of this 

thesis. 
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Appendix 2.A: Parameters of the Wireless Channel 

• Slow Fading 

The probability density function of the slow fading, Gg, can be described by a 

zero mean lognormal distribution [LEE93]: 

where Ga is the slow fading in dB and a the standard deviation in dB. 

The value of a in Equation 2.A. 1 strongly depends on the propagation 

environment, the carrier frequency, and the height of base station and mobile unit 

antennas. In practice a varies between 4 dB and 17 dB with a typical value of 8 dB 

[STUB96]. 

Fast Fading 

The amplitude of the fast fading Gf can be described by a Nakagami distribution 

[KAPL93]; 

Z - C S r - W ' « P ( - S ' G ? ) f o r G / > 0 
I)df((3/)=i (2./1.2) 

0 otherwise 

where m = > 1 is the fading parameter, n=S{G'j} represents the total 

received power (i.e. line-of-sight and multipath components), and r ( •) is the Gamma 

function. 

The parameter m of the Nakagami distribution relates the line-of-sight power level in 

the received signals to the power level of multipath rays [BRAU91]. In urban areas, where 
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many large buildings are present, the propagation process is diffusive with multiple 

scattering contributions and no hne-of-sight component. Therefore, in Equation 2.A.l 

the parameter m must be set to unity in order to describe such an environment. The pdf 

which is obtained by a Nakagami distribution with m = 1 is similar to a Rayleigh pdf or 

a Rician pdf with zero Rice parameter. A suburban propagation environment is less 

irregular with more open areas and lower buildings. This environment can be described 

by a Nakagami distribution with 1 < m < 15. In rural areas there are few buildings or 

other objects to reflect or scatter the signal. The fading of the amplitude is week 

corresponding to very high values of m > 100, while values of m —>• oo correspond to a 

non-multipath environment where the received power level is described by the path loss 

only. 

• The Delay Spread 

The probabiUty density function of the time delay corresponding to the fc-th 

incoming ray can be modelled by an exponential distribution: 

pdf(ATjt) = ^ • exp{ — (2.A.3) 

where Ar^ — Tk — To is the time delay of the fc-th ray with respect to the first detectable 

ray arriving at the receiver, and Tsp is the average delay spread. 
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Chapter 3 

Super-Resolution Broad Null Beamforming 
for Interference Cancellation in Mobile 

Radio Networks 

The objective of this chapter is to present a method of the suppression of co-

channel interference in mobile communication systems by employing beamforming at 

the base station sites. Beamforming is not a recent technology, but its application in 

mobile radio networks has been evolved rapidly in the last few years due to the 

expanding potential of this new market. In general the beamformers can be classified 

into the following two categories [VEEN88]: conventional beamformers, which aim at the 

maximisation of the SNIRo, and superresolution or signal subspace-type beamformers 

which eliminate the co-channel interference and consequently maximise the SIRg. 

However, a significant drawback of conventional beamformers is that their ability to 

resolve and cancel interfering sources depends on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio at the input 

of the beamformer, SNRi„, even for an infinite observation interval. In contrast, the 
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capabilities of superresolution beamformers are not limited by the input SNRJ„ . Two 

conventional beamformers which have been proposed for mobile radio networks aie the 

Applebaum's loop and the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm [MONZ80]. Both these 

beamformers, like several other conventional ones, use the array covariance matrix as 

the underlying concept for deriving their weight vector w and they both converge 

towards the same steady state weight vector which is the Wiener-Hopf solution. This 

weight vector is given by the following expression: 

^WH ~ ^ (3-1) 

where is the data covariance matrix, and 5^ is the manifold vector corresponding to 

the desired mobile station. 

There are however, some major drawbacks related to Equation 3.1. For instance, 

the Wiener-Hopf beamformer compromises on the interference cancellation allowing 

some interference to pass to the output of the beamformer in order to obtain the 

maximisation of the output SNIRQ. It is also very sensitive to pointing errors which in 

practice may be caused by errors in the manifold vector estimates especially when the 

channel changes arbitrarily, thus degrading significantly the performance of the 

beamformer. Furthermore, close examination of the Wiener-Hopf type beamformers 

reveals that they suffer from the power inversion problem [APPL76a], [APPL76b] which 

leads to cancellation of the desired signal when it has high power. Finally, they are 

unable to distinguish two interfering sources located very close together, even for 

infinite observation interval (L oo). 

In practice the manifold vector 5^ is not a priori known and must be estimated 

using a pre-specified training sequence, specific to each user, which is transmitted by 

the mobile stations for a period of time. Therefore, when the Wiener-Hopf beamformers 

are used in mobile radio systems they are also known as training sequence-type 

beamformers [OGHA93], [OHGA94a], [OHGE94b], [SHAM95]. By using this training 

sequence an estimate, 5^, of the manifold vector, S_̂ , can be found. 
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cc 6:{;c(f) - r(()} (̂ 3.2) 

where x{t) is the array output, r{t) is the known training signal, and £{ • } denotes the 

expectation operation). 

Since the mobile unit is moving or the wireless channel may change, Wiener-

Hopf type beamformers must update the estimates of the weight vector. This can be 

achieved either by re-transmitting the training sequence in regular time intervals, or by 

using as a reference sequence part of the information which is always sent with the data. 

The implementation of such Wiener-Hopf type beamformers employing the training 

sequence of normal GSM bursts is proposed in [LIND95], and [WELL96]. 

Another class of conventional beamformers, that have been proposed for mobile 

radio systems, is the signal structure-type beamformers. These beamformers employ 

underlying properties of the received signal in order to estimate the optimum weight 

vector. Such a property can be for instance the constant modulus of FM, PSK, FSK, and 

QAM modulation systems [SHYN96], [OHGA93b] which may have been altered due to the 

multipath propagation. Another can be the finite alphabet (FA) property of digital 

signals [TALW96], or the spectral correlation, known also as cyclostationarity [GARD87a], 

[GARD87b], which is introduced by periodic operations (i.e. modulation, sampling, etc.), 

and is exhibited by most communication signals [YU96], [HE96]. The weight vector w is 

usually estimated by minimising a cost function which takes into account the specific 

properties of the received signal (i.e. the mean square amplitude fluctuation in the case 

of the constant modulus algorithm). 

The superresolution beamformers incorporate signal subspace techniques in 

order to detemiine the weight vector w. According to this approach the observation 

space spanned by the columns of the data covariance matrix is decomposed into 

two orthogonal subspaces. A signal subspace, spanned by the eigenvectors of that 

correspond to the M (i.e. as many as the number of incoming signals) largest 
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eigenvalues of Egg, and a noise subspace spanned by the remaining eigenvectors. The 

weight vector w is selected to be orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the manifold 

vectors of the interfering sources. These beamformers aim to eliminate, asymptotically, 

the co-channel interference and thus to maximise the output SIRq [ANDE91]. This 

property establishes the signal subspace-type beamformers as the ideal solution for 

mobile communications since co-channel interference is the main cause of intelligibility 

distortion on the voice channels of wireless networks. Interference is also a restriction 

factor for high data rate wireless services since it causes multiple errors which require 

long error control coding. Furthermore, the difference is small (i.e. of the order of 

few dB) [LAU93] between the SNIRQ level obtained by these beamformers and the 

maximum value which is achieved by conventional beamformers. On the other hand, 

signal subspace-type beamformers need a more complex implementation and they are 

limited by the constraint that the available antennas must always outnumber the 

emitters, unless higher order (cumulant) matrices are used instead of covariance 

matrices [TAXA93], [MEND91]. Signal subspace-type beamformers are also very sensitive 

to modelling and calibration errors. Their performance is determined by the product of 

the number of the available data samples, L, and the input SNRj„ of the incoming 

signals (i.e. SNRj„ x L). 

Although both conventional and supperesolution beamformers can suppress the 

co-channel interference when the angular spread of the incoming rays is small, there are 

many situations where the angular spread is larger than the width of a sharp null and 

consequently they fail to provide efficient interference cancellation. Such cases often 

arise in urban environments and especially when the mobile is located close to the base 

station, or when the DOA changes quickly due to the mobile terminal motion. As a 

result, a significant degradation in the performance of smart antenna systems can occur, 

unless the beamformer is able to handle large spreading interference by forming broad 

nulls in the appropriate directions. Over the last few years, considerable interest has 

been addressed towards beamformers which are able to synthesise controlled broad nulls 
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[PRAS79], [STEY82], [STEY86], [ER85], [ER86], [ER88], [ER90], for non-mobile 

communication applications. The use of broad nulls has been proposed for systems 

where the directions of the interfering signals are not accurately known or vary with 

time. In such cases a comparatively sharp null would require continual re-steering to 

obtain the necessary SNIRQ. Equivalently, controlled broad nulls can be employed when 

the propagation frequencies of the incoming signals vary slightly with time or is not 

exactly known [STEY83]. This situation causes an angular shift to the nominal direction 

of arrivals due to the mismatch with the operating frequency of the employed array 

configuration. Finally, it has been proposed to apply broad nulls in order to suppress 

wideband interferences because such signals appear to cover a whole angular sector of 

the array pattern in the angular domain [ER91]. The use of broad null beamforming can 

also be used in mobile communications with considerable advantages in cases of co-

channel interferences with large angular spread or when motion is involved. 

In the following sections a signal subspace type beamformer is proposed for co-

channel interference suppression in mobile radio networks. The beamformer is able to 

form both sharp and controlled broad nulls. It is employed together with an innovative 

superresolution direction and angular spread finding algorithm. This algorithm is based 

on the minimisation of a specially formulated cost function which incorporates the 

eigenvalues of the matrix formed when the effects of noise are subtracted from the data 

covariance matrix. It is also able to provide accurate estimates of the received power of 

the incoming signals. Analytical expressions are provided that relate the estimated 

values given by the algorithm to the received signals power and the correlation 

coefficients for uncorrelated, partially correlated and coherent signals. Finally, extensive 

computer simulation studies are carried out in order to test all the proposed approaches 

under realistic mobile radio scenarios and to identify their impact on the performance of 

mobile communication networks. 
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3.1 Complete Co-channel Interference Cancellation in 
Mobile Radio Networks 

After the classification of various beamforming techniques presented in the 

previous section, it becomes apparent that the use of beamforming in mobile radio 

networks requires the cancellation of multiple point and diffuse type sources. It is also 

clear that the complete elimination of the co-channel interference necessitates the use of 

signal subspace-type beamformers. This section aims to introduce a beamformer that is 

able to suppress co-channel interference by steering sharp nulls towards the directions of 

the mobile stations which are seen by the beamformer as point sources (i.e. 

< Adres) and applying broad nulls to eliminate the interference from mobile units 

whose energy spread around the central directions makes the use of sharp nulls 

ineffective. 

The use of such a signal subspace-type beamformer however, requires a 

superresolution direction finding algorithms which can estimate both the direction of 

arrival and the angular spread of the signals impinging on the base station array antenna. 

As mentioned before, all superresolution techniques (i.e. MuSIC [SCHM86], 

ASPECT [MANI91a], etc.) perform a decomposition of the space spanned by the data 

covariance matrix into a signal and a noise subspace in order to estimate the 

required parameters of the incoming signals. The dimensionality of the signal subspace 

is equal to the number of eigenvalues of that are above the noise power level and 

determines the number of the incoming signals (i.e. both desired and interferences). If 

the effect of one of the signals is completely removed by the covariance matrix the 

dimensionality of the covariance matrix will be reduced. This is a vital property of 

that can be employed in order to estimate the directions as well as the received power 

levels of the incoming signals. Such an algorithm will be presented in the next section. 
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3.1.1 The Superresolution Directional Power Profile 

The estimation of the DOAs as well as of the maximum angular spread A(9j for 

all the mobile stations is based on a one parameter minimisation of a specially designed 

cost function ^(ck, d) and it can be expressed as: 

V 9 find ao = arg [nun #))] (3.3) 

(̂cK, 0) is a function of the eigenvalues of the matrix R which is the remnant of the data 

covariance matrix when the effects of the noise and of any signal impinging on the 

array from direction 9 are removed, i.e. 

R ( Q ; , 9) = R z z - eigmini^xx) - In — a- ^ ( < 9 ) • ^{9)^ ( 3 . 4 ) 

where a is the power component of the signal arriving from direction 9, and 

eigmini^xx) is the minimum eigenvalue^ of the matrix which theoretically (i.e. for 

infinite observation interval, L —> oo) is equal to the power of the noise 

The cost function ^(a, 9) can be written as: 

N N 
= ( l + ^))) + 10 - logio ( ^ leic/i(E(o;,0))|) (3.5) 

i=l ^ i=l 
eiQi > 0 eiQi < 0 

The minimisation of the ^(ct, 9) over a provides the point ao where the rank of 

the matrix M is reduced by one. The value ao is a function of the receiving power Pg of 

the signal impinging on the array from direction 9 (i.e. ao = T { P g ) ) . If no signal is 

arriving from this direction the estimated value of ao is equal to zero. 

1 Theoretically the multiplicity of the minimum eigenvalue of is used to specify the number M of 
incident signals. For a finite observation interval of L snapshots, however, M is estimated by using Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC), Minimum Description Length (MDL) [WAX85], Efficient Detection Criterion 
[ZA087], etc., and the mean of the {N — M) smaller eigenvalues, rather than IS used in 
Equation 3.4. 
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For M signals mi(i) 2 = 1, 2, ...M, it is proved in Appendix 3.A that the value of 

(Xo (provided by Equation 3.3) for the k-ih path of the i-th signal, is given by: 

^Oik — d.et(]R.?72m)/-R 

where 

m{t) = 

(3.6) 

M M 
is the (J2Ki) X covariance matrix of the received signals 

i=l i=l 
mi{t) 

, i.e. Rrnm = ' Uk^{t)) ), and Rmmik is the cofactor of the 

mM(^) 
i—1 i~l \ 

matrix Emm corresponding to the ( {J2Kj + k),{YlKj + k) -th element. 
i=i j=i J 

If the signal rrii{t) is a point signal-source (i.e. Ki = 1), uncorrelated with the 

other signals impinging on the array, the covariance matrix of the received signals 

has the special form: 

A 
0 

6 
0- • 0 Pi 0' • "0 

' c 
0 

(3.7) 

where Pi is the power of the i-th signal at the array reference point and A, B, and C are 

block matrices. 

In this case, the estimated value a^.^is equal to the received power Pj of this signal. 

Pi-i ttoii = = " = Pi (3.8) 

It is important to point out that as long as a < CKo the matrix E is a semi-positive 

definite matrix since it can be written as a summation of semi-positive definite matrices. 

That is R = R i + R 2 = fki .9(gi) - ^ ( g i ) ^ + ( ^ , - a ) - ^ ( 0 2 ) - ^ ( ^ 2 ) ^ , for two 

uncorrelated point sources. As a result, the matrix M has non-negative eigenvalues and 

the second part of the cost function ^{a, 9) equals zero. As the value of a is increasing 
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towards ao a portion of the signal arriving from direction 0 is removed and therefore the 

eigenvalues of M decrease leading to a monotonic decrease in the cost function. When 

a = cto, all the effects of the signal in the direction 0 have been removed. This causes a 

dramatic drop in the cost function which creates the global minimum. For a > ao the 

matrix R is not semi-positive definite and has some negative eigenvalues which are 

employed constructively by the second part of the cost function to produce a monotonic 

increase. An example of the cost function of Equation 3.5 is plotted in Figure 3.1 as a 

function of a . Note that the 101ogio(.) factor on the second pait of the cost function is 

used to enhance the depth of the minimum point and so to accelerate the convergence of 

the optimisation algorithm. 

Note that if two signals mi{t) and mj(t) are coherent, the values and CKg that 

are estimated by Equation 3.6 are equal to zero as found by applying the Hopital's rule. 
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Figure 3.1: The Cost Function as a function of a for a Uniform Linear Array 

(N = 13 j receiving four uncorrelated signals, (dd denotes the direction of the 

desired signal, 9^ = 90° j. 
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In order to investigate the capabiUties of the directional power profile (i.e. as 

a function of 9) in the presence of closely located sources, a uniform linear array of 

iV = 13 antennas is employed to receive the signals from seven point sources. The 

directions of the incoming signals are 9i = 85°, ^2 = 87°, 03 = 90°, 94 = 93°, 

^5 = 95°, 9q ~ 97°, and 9j = 99° and received power levels Pi = 0.75, P2 = 1, 

P3 = 1, P4 = 0.75, P5 = 1, PQ = 0.5, and P7 = 0.75, respectively. The first two 

signals are assumed to be partially correlated with cross-correlation coefficient 

qi2 = 0.3 • exp{ — j • The third signal is uncorrected with all the others while the 

fourth and the fifth are also partially correlated with cross-correlation coefficient 

Q45 = 0.7 • exp{ — j • The last two signals are assumed to be coherent (i.e. gg? = !)• 

Based on the above assumptions the signal covariance matrix Rrnm can be expressed as; 

0.76 V0.75 • 1 • 0.3 • # 0 0 0 0 0 
y/0.75 • 1 • 0.3 • eJ-t 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0.75 v̂ O.75 • 1 • 0.7 • e-J' t 0 0 
0 0 0 1/0.75 • 1 • 0.7 • t 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.5 yo.S • 0.75 
0 0 0 0 0 yo.S • 0.75 0.75 

(3.9) 

Figure 3.2 depicts the results indicating that algorithm manages to find accurately the 

DOAs of all the incoming signals, despite their small angular separation. However, the 

algorithm fails to estimate the last two signals which are coherent (fully correlated). For 

these signals no peaks appear since the value of a which is estimated by the algorithm is 

zero. The algorithm can also estimate the power level of the third signal which is 

uncorrelated with the others while for the rest of the signals (i.e. the partially correlated 

ones) the estimates of the algorithm are equal to the result given in Equation 3.6 when 

the above signal covariance matrix is used. Furthermore, it is clear that the higher the 

correlation between the signals, the smaller the value of the parameter a to be estimated 

by the algorithm. 

In a scenario that involves both point and diffuse sources, the directional power 

profile can estimate the directions of point sources as well as the mean 9 and the angular 
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distribution of diffuse sources. An illustrative example is shown in Figure 3.3 for two 

uncorrelated point sources with directions 30° and 140° and one diffuse source {d, 

M ) = (90°,60°). 
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Figure 3.2 : The results of the Combined Direction and Power Finding Algorithm for a 

Uniform Linear Array (N = IZ) operating in the presence of closely 

located point sources with covariance matrix M.mm given by Equation 3.9. 
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3.1.2 The Signal Subspace-type Broad Null Beamformer 

The use of array antennas in a mobile radio network requires beamformers 

which are able to steer both sharp and broad nulls in the appropriate directions. 

Therefore, if there is an interfering mobile unit at direction 9j which can be classified as 

a diffuse type of source, an array pattern has to be formed with a broad null of angular 

width A ^ j in this direction. In this case the power response of the array pattern Gp{d) 

over the region of interest (i.e. ^ < 0 < Oj must be smaller than or equal 

to a threshold 7. This threshold determines the degree of cancellation which is 

performed by the beamformer for all rays impinging on the array from the above DO As. 

/ e, 

(3,(6)) (29 fC 7 (3.10) 
Si-^ 

If w is the weight vector which forms the broad null in the appropriate direction, 

and ^{9) is the manifold vector of the employed array configuration, the power response 

of the array pattern for direction 9 is equal to: 

Gp{e) = w'' •s(0)-s''{e)-w (3.11) 

and Equation 3.10 can be expressed as: 

w ^ - Q i - w < ^ (3.12) 

J e,-^ 
where Qi = J ^{9) • ^ (9) • d9 ismN x N Hermitian matrix. 

9[-

By performing an eigendecomposition, the matrix Q j can be written as: 

Q7 = E j • Dj • Ef^ (3.13) 
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where D j is an iV x iV diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of Q j in descending order, 

and E/ is the matrix of the corresponding eigenvectors. 

Equation 3.12 can be expressed now as: 

• E j • D j • < 7 (3.14) 

Note that if the weight vector w was orthogonal to all the eigenvectors Ej. of the matrix 

Q j the first part of Equation 3.14 would be identically zero, i.e. 

• E j • Dj • • w = 0 ^ 

= 0 i = l,2,...,N (3.15) 

However, since the power gain of the array pattern over the angular sector of the broad 

null must satisfy a much looser constraint, the weight vector w can be appropriately 

selected to be orthogonal to a smaller set, say TJ, of the eigenvectors of the matrix Qj, 

e.g. 

• ^ j . = 0; z = 1, 2 , . . . , Tj • Ejj = 0^ (3.16) 

where E/^ = .. . is the matrix of the eigenvectors corresponding to the 

Tj larger eigenvalues of Qj, and 0 is the t j x 1 zero vector. The method used to 

estimate the value of TJ < N will be explained later in this section. 

Since the weight vector w must satisfy Equation 3.16, it can be selected to 

belong to the complement of the subspace spanned by matrix E/^. Undoubtedly, the 

projection of the manifold vector of the desired signal S_̂  on the complement subspace 

of /ZEEjJ fulfils the above requirement and can be used as the weight vector to form the 

wide nulP. 

^When multiple rays arrive at the base station from the desired mobile unit, ^ corresponds to the mean of 
the DO As of the individual rays. 
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W = ^ (3.17) 

where = 1^ — E/^ • (E^ • E/J"^ • E ^ is the projector operator on the space 

It has been shown that the eigenvectors of Q j corresponding to the r j largest 

eigenvalues satisfy Equation 3.16. However, the remaining N — TJ eigenvectors and 

eigenvalues of Q j must satisfy Equation 3.14 i.e. 

Ej^ • • E ^ • w < ^ (3.18) 

where Ej^ = . . . , a n d Dj^ is a diagonal matrix with the 

corresponding eigenvalues. 

Equation 3.18 can be used as a starting point to estimate the parameter r / required in the 

weight vector of Equation 3.17. It can be rewritten as: 

z 2 {>''• (m" • E,, • Ef^ • w)) < J 
i — T j + l 

2_V (3.19) 
i = T j + 1 

then by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality the first part of Equation 3.19 can be 

expressed as: 

A A A 
2 ^ (A< • (t»« • a , ) 2 ) < 2 ^ ( A i - i N M i a , f ) = 2 ^ ( A c M R 0.20) 

= rj + l i = Ti + 1 i = Tj + l 

since = 1 Vi 

By normalising the weight vector w of Equation 3.17 Xo have ||w|| = 1, i.e. 
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W = (3.21) 

N 

the last part of Equation 3.20 is simplified to ^ ] A*. 
i = Tj + 1 

The number r j can now be estimated as the minimum number of the eigenvalues of the 

matrix Q j which gives: 

N y 
i = Tj -\-l 

•Ly 
C3.22) 

At this point it must be mentioned that N — t j — 1 determines the remaining degrees of 

freedom for steering sharp or broad nulls in other directions. 

The weight vector of Equation 3.21 can be generalised for the case where more 

than one broad null is needed, as well as for when a combination of sharp and broad 

nulls is required to suppress the signals coming from both point and diffuse types of 

interfering mobile units as follows: 

(3.23) 

where = [ E j ^ ^ , Sj^, Sj^ , . . . , S j^J , Ej,. is the matrix of the 

eigenvectors corresponding to the rj. larger eigenvalues of the i-th broad null, ^j . is the 

manifold vector corresponding to the DOAs of 2-th the point source, while Mp and Md 

are the numbers of the point and of the diffuse (broad) sources respectively. An 

illustrative example is presented in Figure 3.4 which shows the array pattern of the 

proposed beamformer for the environment associated with Figure 3.3 (one diffuse and 

two point sources where the desired source is the one located at 30°). 
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It is important to point out that the proposed weight vector w, which provides a 

superresolution beamformer, cancels completely (asymptotically) the co-channel 

interference associated with point sources and rejects diffuse interfering sources 

according to the pre-specified gain thresholds 7^, i = 1, 2 , . . . , Thus, overall the 

output SIR is maximised although the power of the desired signal is multiplied by the 

cos^ of the angle between the desired signal subspace and interference subspace. This 

cos^ term will reduce the desired signal power when an interference source is located 

very close to the direction of the desired signal and, in this case an intra base station 

channel assignment scheme should be used to prevent co-directional (overlapping in 

space) or nearly co-directional desired and interfering signals. If there are overlapping 

interferences these are handled as a combined interference. In addition, it must be 

mentioned that the proposed beamformer is a superresolution beamformer and does not 

suffer from the power inversion problem. 

i 
I 

-100 

Figure 3.4; 

80 100 120 

Azimuth Angle (degree) 

Beamformer's Array Pattern provided by the Proposed Approach for 
a signal environment having two point sources with DOAs 30° and 
140° and one diffused source with mean DOA 90° and angular 
spread 60°. 
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Another point which worth mentioning is that the number of array antennas N 

must be greater than the degrees of freedom required to form the broad and the shaip 

nulls + Tj H + If this condition is violated then the concept of the 

"effective array" (which has more than N effective antennas) may be used in 

conjunction with the fourth-order (cumulant) matrices instead of covariance matrices. 

However, the number of antennas can be kept adequately small by choosing a 

reasonable intra-cell channel reuse. This is because the mobile units belonging to the 

cell of interest are the most likely to be classified as diffuse sources due to their small 

distance from the base station. 

The overall algorithm for employing beamforming with sharp and controlled 

broad nulls in a mobile radio network can be presented in a brief step form as follows: 

STEP-1: Over an observation interval of L snapshots estimate the data covariance 

matrix Rgg. 

STEP-2: Minimise the cost function ^{a,9) of Equation 3.5 for the angular sector of 

interest (i.e. say 120°) and estimate the DOAs and the angular spread of the 

incoming signals from the values of ao = arg n^n (^(a, 0)). Note this step 

involves a one-dimensional exhaustive search over the angular sector of 

interest with a simple minimisation performed for every 9 or, otherwise, a 

two-dimensional exhaustive search over both the angular sector of interest 

and the range of a . 

STEPS: Based on the results of STEP-2, classify the mobile stations as point or diffuse 

sources. For a desired mobile station form the manifold v e c t o r ^ . 

STEP-4: For each point interfering source, form the manifold vector 5 ; . For each of the 

diffuse-type interfering mobile stations estimate the matrix Q/ and using 

Equation 3.22 determine the r / most significant eigenvectors E/^ of Q/. Form 

the matrix §/ = [ E / , ^ , • • •, • 
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p-L 
STEPS: Form the weight vector w = ^ to receive the desired signal and 

suppress the rest as unwanted interferences. 

Note that if the desired source is a diffuse-type source then the desired manifold 

vector can be determined as the manifold vector corresponding to the maximum cos^ 

of the angle between and the interference subspace of STEPS. This approach is 

especially appropriate if the angle of spread of the desired signal is relatively large 

compared to the beamwidth of the array (i.e. it will result in a smaller loss of the desired 

signal's energy). Furthermore, if there is more than one cluster associated with the 

desired signal then the one with the highest power profile is chosen as the desired and 

the rest are suppressed as additional "interferences". The identification of the "desired" 

signal can be performed by a "signature" checking procedure based on a user (or time 

slot) specific training sequence. This identification can be carried out in STEPS (if there 

is a priori information to map "signatures" to clusters of the directional power profile) 

or, at the end of STEPS by using the weight vector w for every cluster/source to map 

"signatures" to clusters. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the proposed beamformer with Steps 1-2 implemented by 

Sub-processor 1, and Step 3S by Sub-processor 2. Note that the implementation of any 

beamformer in a mobile radio network requires an additional omnidirectional antenna 

for the initial synchronisation of the mobile stations when they switch on. 
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3.2 SNRo and SNIRo Analysis of the Signal Subspace-type 

Broad Null Beamformer 

Consider an array of N antennas receiving the signals from M mobile stations. 

One of these mobiles is considered to be the desired source while the rest are considered 

as co-channel interference. Let us assume that of the interfering mobiles are diffuse 

sources while Mj^ are point sources, as is the desired mobile station. By collecting data 

from this array the data covariance matrix can be formed which can be expressed 

(i.e. for L —> oo) as follows: 

P d - S c - S I + Y . S / „ • + E P ' , , • S , • g f (3.24) 
1 = 1 ' i = 1 

where 5^, and are the manifold vector and the received power of the desired mobile, 

Sjj. and are the source position matrix and the covariance matrix of the signals 

coming from the i-th diffuse interference, and Pj^, are the manifold vector and the 

received power of the j-ih. point source interference, and is the noise power. 

Assume now that the weight vector w = , — of Equation 3.23 is 
-

employed in order to receive the signal from the desired mobile station. In the examined 

scenario the matrix Sj is given by §/ = [E/,̂  Sj^, •. •, The 

matrix E/j, is formed by the most significant eigenvectors of matrix 

/ 
t/ e. 

S_{9) • S^{9) • d9 as it is defined is Section 3.1.2 (0j .̂ and A^/^. is the 
\ ^ 

mean DOA and the angular spread of the i-th diffuse interference). Note that a perfect 

estimation of the Vj, as well as the , and A^/j. Vz has been assumed. 
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The weight vector w is orthogonal to the manifold vector Vj of the point 

source interferences as well as to the most significant eigenvectors of the matrix 

Qjj, Vi of the diffuse source interferences. 

By applying the above weight vector the power at the output of the beamformer 

can be expressed as follows; 

POUT = = E{ (W^ • ̂ (^))^} = • MXX • W 

Mlh 

POUT = PD • • SJJ • • W + ^ W ^ • mjj •w + 
I=L . . . 

J 2 Pl.t • a " • • S l . - w + P n - w « - w (3.25) 
i = 1 

The first term on the second part of Equation 3.25 represents the power of the 

desired mobile station at the output of the beamformer. The second and the third terms 

are the interference power corresponding to the diffuse and to the point sources 

respectively. Finally, the last term is the noise power at the output. 

Since the weight vector w is orthogonal to the manifold vector of the point 

source interferences, it eliminates completely the interference coming from these co-

channel mobile stations. Therefore, the term / -w^-Sj • Sf • w in 
Z—/ ^Pj — —Jpj —Jpj — 

J = 1 

Equation 3.25 is equal to zero (asymptotically). Note also that the weight vector w is 

normalised to give •w = l. By assuming that rays coming from the i-th diffuse 

interference have DO As that span the whole angular interval between ^ and 

the matrix Q/ ,̂ can be approximated by . If now the total 
A /̂, A0/, 

power response of the array pattern between ^ and ^ is bounded by a 

threshold as in Equation 3.12 (i.e. • Q/^. • w < - w < %,), 

then the total power Pî .-out of the i-th interfering mobile at the output of the 
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beamformer is bounded by Pĵ .-out < Ih. • Ph.-in- Where Pj^-m is the total input power 

impinging on the array from the mobile station at 9j^,. 

The desired signal power at the output of the beamformer Po-out is given by: 

PO-out = PD • W.^ • S_j;) • • W 

^ P P ^D-nr-Sp-S^-K-Sy 
<=> PO-Out = PD • qH ml a ' 

PD-out = PD- S^-

^ Po-out — Pd - S^- {^N - Psj) • ^D 

4^ PD-out = N • PD • ( l — cos^(i))) (3.26) 

where is the angle between the subspace spanned by the manifold vector S_jj and the 

one spanned by the columns of the matrix 

Sj = [%! , , • • • ••• 

Based on the above analysis the overall interference power and the noise power 

at the output of the beamformer is given by: 
Mr. Mz, 

Pl-out ^ Pip - • Sf^ - W. 
i=l j=l 

Pi-out — ^ V Pihfout ^ ^ vTifc; • Pibi-in (3.27) 
i — 1 i = 1 

Pn-out = Pn (3.28) 
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The signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio SNIRo and the signal-to-noise ratio 

SNRo at the output of the beamformer can be written now as: 

SN1R„= 

SNIRO > (3 .29) 

t=l 
and 

SNRo = ^ 
n - i 

Pp-out 
out 

^ SNRO = (3 .30) 

SNRo = SNRi„- iV-( l -cos2( i? ) ) (3.31) 

Note that, if the angle, i9, between the subspace spanned by the manifold vector of the 

desired signal and the subspace spanned by the manifold vector of the interference is 

very small, (i.e. > 0°), the output SNRQ and SNIRQ deteriorate significantly. 

As it can be seen from Equations 3.29 and 3.30, the proposed signal subspace-

type broad null beamformer achieves complete interference cancellation for the point 

sources while the degree of cancellation for the diffuse sources depends on the threshold 

7/j,. For low values of the threshold the SNIRo tends to SNR^ and the beamformer 

achieves complete cancellation of the co-channel interference as shown in Section 3.5.3 

where the performance of the beamformer is evaluated. 
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3.3 Weight Estimation for the Downlink 

For the downhnk transmission the objective is to form a beam towards the 

desired mobile terminal while minimising at the same time the interference 

transmitted in directions where other mobiles are located. Providing that this 

approach is adopted by each base station of the system, the SNIR at the mobile 

stations is increased as well. If the DOA of the mobiles in the vicinity are estimated 

for the uplink the optimum approach is to use this information to calculate the 

appropriate weight vector w for the downlink. In mobile radio systems which use 

FDMA/TDMA like the GSM and the DCS 1800 the only difference between the up 

and the down link time slot is a frequency shift and the time delay for frame 

synchronisation. Therefore, the DOAs and the angular spread estimates found for 

the uplink can also be used in conjunction with the information about the array 

configuration and the transmission frequency to calculate the weights for the 

downlink [GODA97a]. In principle, these weights will synthesise an array pattern 

with a beam in the direction of the desired mobile unit and nulls in the directions of 

all other mobiles. This array pattern will enhance the signal of the desired mobile 

unit and at the same time it will minimise the co-channel interference caused by this 

base station to the rest of the mobiles operating on the same channel. When a 

similar concept is employed in all the base stations of the network, the level of the 

co-channel interference will be reduced significantly leading to a maximisation of 

the SNRo at the mobile station sites. 

In practice problems arise when the time interval between the reception and 

the transmission time slot is too long. In such cases the mobile units may have 

moved from their previous locations, or the propagation environment, the number 

and positions of the reflectors and scatterers in their vicinity may have changed 

completely. In such cases the synthesised array pattern may not correspond to the 

real situation causing an incomplete interference cancellation with dramatic effects. 

In systems like GSM and the DCS 1800, the time interval between the reception and 
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the transmission of a burst from the same mobile unit is smaller than 

/Str-t < 3 • Burst Period = 1.731 msec. Therefore, no problem is caused by using 

the uplink estimates to calculate the weights for the downlink. 

In addition to the above weight estimation for the downlink another 

approach is proposed in [ZETT95]. This method estimates the downlink weight 

vector by maximising the mean power ratio of the desired to undesired contribution 

while keeping the gain in the direction of the desired mobile constant. The proposed 

weight vector forms an array pattern with a main beam pointed in the direction of 

the desired mobile and nulls in the directions of the co-channel interferences. 

Furthermore, the use of fixed array patterns for the downlink has also been proposed 

[WELL96]. This method combines an adaptive beamformer for the uplink as well as 

several fixed beamformers which synthesise overlapping array patterns. The 

selection of the most appropriate pattern for the downlink is done by comparing the 

estimates of the adaptive and the fixed beamformers and then transmitting by the 

fixed beamformer which seems to perform better. Although this method is easier to 

implement than the re-estimation of the appropriate weights for the downlink, it 

requires array configurations with a very large number of antennas in order to 

achieve similar SNIRQ levels to the adaptive beamformer. Finally, there are 

techniques that rely on feedback from the mobile station to assist in downlink 

beamforming. 
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3.4 Computer Simulation Studies 

In this section several representative examples are considered in order to 

demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms. Initially, the capabilities of the 

proposed superresolution directional power profile algorithm (Sub-processor-1 in 

Figure 3.5) are evaluated. Then the performance of the signal subspace-type broad null 

beamformer is investigated. Finally, the overall approach (i.e. the superresolution 

directional power profile together with the signal subspace-type broad null beamformer) 

is tested for a mobile radio network by means of the outage probability metric using 

Monte Carlo simulations. 

All the examples which are presented in the following sections employ uniform 

linear array configurations. This is because the majority of today's mobile radio 

networks use 120° sectorisation. However, the algorithms which are proposed in this 

paper are independent of the array configuration. Finally, It must be mentioned that in 

all situations that involve DOA estimation, a "signature" check is required so that the 

beamformer can distinguish the DOA of the desired mobile station from the set of the 

estimated directions. 

3.4.1 The Superresolution Capabilities of the Directional Power Profile 

In this section the proposed directional power profile approach will be compared 

to the popular Capon algorithm [PILLS8] which is able to estimate both the DOA and the 

received power level of the incoming signals. The Capon algorithm aims to minimise 

the contributions of the interference at the output while maintaining constant gain along 

the look directions. This is achieved with a weight vector given by 

Wq{9) = • The cost function of the Capon algorithm that estimates the 

power and the DOAs of the incoming signals is given by Pc{d) — 

using this expression, it can be shown [JOHN93] that the output power Pc{0) at the 

direction (9, can be expressed as: Pc{d) = {N - ^ 
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when a point source is present with received power Pi and DO A di. Note that 

represents the noise power. The best estimate of the received signal power is Pi + ^ 

which is valid for 9 = 9i. However, the Capon algorithm is not a superresolution 

technique and is therefore expected to achieve inferior performance compared to the 

proposed directional power profile algorithm. This will be demonstrated in the 

following examples. 

Let us consider a uniform linear array of jV = 7 antennas receiving the signals 

from M = 2 point sources at 9i = 85° and 92 = 95°. The two sources are assumed to 

have equal receive power Pi = = 1, while the SNR^ is equal to 30 dB and the data 

covariance matrix is formed using L = 100 snapshots. As shown in Figure 3.6, both 

algorithms can correctly estimate the DOAs and the received power levels of both 

signals for these scenario. However, when the SNRj„ drops to 0 dB the Capon 

algorithm fails to distinguish the two sources and is incapable of estimating both the 

DOAs and the powers of the signals (see Figure 3.7). A similar performance is 

exhibited by the Capon algorithm when the angular separation between the two signals 

is reduced to 2° even when the SNRj„ was as high as 30 dB (see Figure 3.8). In all 

these cases the directional power profile approach successfully estimates both the DOAs 

and the received power of the two signals. 
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Figure 3.6 : Comparison between the proposed Directional Power Profile and the 

Capon power estimation approach for two point sources at 6i — 85° and 

02 = 95° with Pi = P2 = 1, L = 100, and SNRm = 30 dB. 
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Figure 3.7 : Comparison between the proposed Directional Power Profile and the 

Capon power estimation approach for two point sources at 9i = 85° and 

62 = 95° with Pi = P2 = 1, L = 100, and SNRm = 0 dB. 
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Figure 3.8 : Comparison between the proposed Directional Power Profile and the 

Capon power estimation approach for two point sources at 9i = 88° 

and 02 = 90° with Pi = P2 = 1, L = 100, and SNRin = 30 dB. 
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3.4.2 The Signal Subspace-type Broad Null Beamformer 

In this section the performance of the proposed signal subspace-type broad null 

beamformer is evaluated with respect to the output S N I R q and the robustness to pointing 

errors. Additionally, the beamformer will be compared to the well known Wiener-Hopf 

beamformer [HUDS81], [MONZ80] as well as the modified Applebaum or modified 

Wiener-Hopf beamformer [GUPT84]. The modified Wiener-Hopf uses a filter to remove 

the desired signal from the construction of the covariance matrix. The weight vector 

W-MWH of the modified Wiener-Hopf beamformer has the form 

where Mn+j is the data covariance matrix after removing the desired signal. 

In order to demonstrate the performance with respect to the S N I R q a uniform 

linear array of N = 1 antennas is employed in order to receive the signals from M = 5 

mobile stations. One of these mobiles is considered as the desired one while the rest are 

considered as unwanted co-channel interference. Let us assume that the direction of the 

desired mobile is 6^ = 90° and the directions of the first three interferences are 

0-̂  = 60°, 02 = 62°, and dz = 130° respectively. The direction 04 of the fourth 

interfering mobile station varies between 30° and 150°. Initially, all mobile stations are 

assumed to be point sources with equal power (i.e. Pi = l Vi) and the noise power 

= 10~^. Figure 3.9 depicts the SNIRO as a function of the azimuth angle of the 

fourth interference. It can be seen from both the proposed signal subspace-type broad 

null beamformer and the Wiener-Hopf beamformer experience similar performance. 

Note that the performance of the modified Wiener-Hopf is identical to the performance 

of the proposed algorithm. It can be also seen that the S N I R q in all beamformers 

degrades quickly when the angular difference between the desired mobile and the fourth 

interference is reduced as shown by Equations 3.29. A comparison of the three 

beamformers for a similar scenario with a higher noise power (i.e. = 10"^) can be 

found in Figure 3.B.l (see Appendix 3.B). In this case the proposed beamformer 

experiences a faster degradation of the output S N I R q as the angular difference between 

the desired signal and the fourth interference is reduced. 
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Figure 3.9 : SNIRo performance versus the azimuth angle of the 4th interfering 

mobile station, moving from 30° to 150°, (SNRin = 30 dB). 

Figure 3.10 depicts the SNIRo when both the desired mobile station and the 

interfering mobile station at 63 = 130° are assumed to be diffuse sources and the noise 

power is P„ = 10"^. The angular spread of the desired mobile station is A9d = 3° while 

the angular spread of the mobile at 9^ = 130° is A% = 5°. Note that both the Wiener-

Hopf and the modified Wiener-Hopf beamformers fail in these situations. The 

comparison of the three beamformers for a similar scenario with a higher noise power 

(i.e. Pn = 10"i) can be found in Figure 3.B.2 (see Appendix 3.B). 
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Figure 3.10 : SNIRQ performance versus the azimuth angle when the 4th interfering 

mobile station is moving from 30° to 150°, (SNRin = 30 dB). 

Next, the performance of the proposed signal subspace-type beamformer as well 

as of the Wiener-Hopf and the modified Wiener-Hopf are evaluated with respect to the 

pointing errors (i.e. errors in the directions of the steering vector). Initially, the same 

uniform linear array of iV = 7 antennas is used to receive the signals from M = 3 mobile 

stations which are assumed to be point sources. The desired mobile is the one at 90°, and 

the interferences have DOAs 9i = 60°, 02 = 130° respectively. All signals have unity 

power while the noise is set at = 10~^. Figure 3.11 depicts the output SNIRo as a 

function of the azimuth of the used steering vector, when the true direction of the desired 

signal is maintained at 90°. As it can be seen the SNIRq at the output of the proposed 

signal subspace-type broad null beamformer is slightly affected by the error in the 
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direction of the steering vector. The same performance is also exhibited by the modified 

Wiener-Hopf beamformer. The Wiener-Hopf beamformer however, suffers a severe 

degradation in the output SNIRq in presence of pointing errors. A comparison of the three 

beamformers for a similar scenario with a higher noise power (i.e. P„ = 10"^) can be 

found in Figure 3.B.3 (see Appendix 3.B), demonstrates a similar trend. Note that for this 

case the uncertainty in the data covariance matrix due to the increased noise power makes 

the effect of the pointing errors less severe for the Wiener-Hopf beamformer. 
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(with the true direction of the desired signal maintained at 90 degree) 

Figure 3.11 : Effects of pointing errors for point sources and SNRin = 30 dB. 

Finally, the performance of the three beamformers with respect to pointing errors 

is evaluated for the case of diffuse sources. Let us assume that both the desired mobile 

station and the one at 6z = 130° are diffuse sources with angular spread A9d = 3° and 

Adz = 5 respectively. Figure 3.12 presents the output SNIRq as a function of the 
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azimuth of the used steering vector, when the desired signal is spread between 90° — ^ 

and 90° + ^ . According to the results both the proposed beamformer and the modified 

Wiener-Hopf beamformer are robust to pointing errors while the Wiener-Hopf suffers a 

severe degradation. 
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Figure 3.12 : Ejfects of pointing errors for diffuse sources and SNRin = 10 dB. 
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3.4.3 Performance Evaluation of the Overall Algorithm 

In order to examine a realistic scenario, applying the proposed techniques in a 

mobile radio network, a uniform linear array of TV = 13 antennas is employed with 120° 

sectorisation at the base station (i.e. consider an azimuthal field of view of 

30° < 0 < 150°) to receive signals from seven co-channel mobile stations. The 

directions of the mobile stations, with respect to the base station of interest, are (40°, 

60°, 75°, 90°, 110°, 116°, 130°) respectively. Ten rays K = 10, impinge on the array 

from each mobile station. The 2nd, 4th and 7th are assumed to be diffuse sources (intra-

cell) with angular spread (5°,5°,7°) respectively with the 4th source to be the desired 

(intra-cell) mobile station and the remaining four unwanted point interferences (inter-

cell). Without any loss of generality it is assumed that the transmission power, the path 

loss, and the slow fading factors are normalised to one (i.e. Pt^ = Gp. = = 1 Vi). 

The received power of all the mobile stations is assumed to be 1 Watt and the noise 

power is Pn = 10"^ Watt. This scenario corresponds to an array input SIRi„ of — 7.78 

dB i.e. SIRin = 10 • l o g i o ( — — ) = 10 • logio(|) ~ — 7.78dB, and an input SNRi„ 

of SNRi„ = 10 • logio(^) = 10 • logio( ~ 30 dB (both after averaging the fast 

fading). An observation interval of L = 100 snapshots is taken which, for instance, in 

the case of a GSM system corresponds to 0.613 ms assuming a sampling frequency 

equal to twice the Gaussian filter bandwidth 81.3 kHz. The results of the proposed 

algorithm are shown in Figures 3.13a and 3.13b. For example in Figure 13a, the 

algorithm estimates with negligible errors the DOAs of all point mobile stations while, 

in the case of diffuse sources, it provides the mean DOA as well as the angular spread of 

the incident rays. It is clear also from Figure 13b that the proposed beamformer steers a 

beam towards the direction of the desired mobile station and nulls towards the directions 

of the co-channel interferences. In this example the degrees of freedom required to 

achieve the predefined thresholds of 71 = — 50 dB and 72 = — 50 dB for the two 

diffuse interfering sources (2nd and 7th) are Tj = 3 and = 5 respectively. 
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Next, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with the 

performance of a single antenna system for the uplink of a large mobile radio network. 

The network consists of nineteen clusters of hexagonal cells. The base stations are 

located in the centres of the cells using 120° sectorisation and they employ a uniform 

linear array of iV = 13 antennas in each sector to communicate with the corresponding 

mobile units. The mobiles, having omnidirectional antennas, are uniformly distributed 

in the sector areas. Each array receives the signals from a desired mobile station and 

eight interfering ones. One of them is assumed to be an intra-cell co-channel 

interference which is considered as a diffuse source. The rest are inter-cell interferences 

which are point sources (three tiers of inter-cell co-channel interferences are taken into 

account in each sector). Ten rays (i.e. K = 10) impinge on the array from each mobile 

station with an angular spread AOintra = 5° and = 0° with the depth of the 

broad null (threshold) 7 = — 50 dBs. An intelligent intra base station channel 

assignment scheme has been assumed to prevent co-directional or nearly co-directional 

co-channel mobiles. A further investigation of intra base station channel assignment 

techniques is presented in Chapter 4. 

The evaluation of the outage probabilities Pr(SNIRo < SNIRpr) and the noise 

probabilities Pr(SNRo < SNRpr) at the output of the beamformer were perfomed 

using Monte Carlo simulations of 500 independent trials using MATLAB. Figure 3.14 

depicts the outage probability and Figure 3.15 the noise probability for this network 

using the proposed algorithm as compared to the outage probability of a base station 

with a single sectorised antenna. As demonstrated in Figure 3.14 there is a significant 

improvement in the SNIRo due to the successful cancellation of the co-channel 

interference both from the intra-cell and the inter-cell mobile stations. It can also be seen 

in Figure 3.15 that there is only a small difference between the outage and the noise 

probability which means that the algorithm achieves almost complete interference 

cancellation. 
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This difference is due to a small portion of interference which sometimes remains at the 

output of the beamformer due to errors in the DOA estimates and due to the cancellation 

of the diffuse interferences up to the level determined by the threshold 7. It is caused by 

the noise or by the finite observation interval and is common to all signal subspace-type 

beamformers which are dominated by the product SNRj„ x L. Note that all the 

simulations in this section have been carried out using a step size of 0.1° for d and the 

range for the parameter a is [O, trace{Rxx — &igmin{^xx) • l i v ) / • 

Finally an indication of the computational requirements of the proposed 

approach can be given by the number of floating point operations (flops) which can be 

estimated using the MATLAB flops built in facility. Table 3.1 provides the number of 

flops required by MATLAB as a function of the number of array antennas {N) operating 

in the presence of sources using all available degrees of freedom. Note that current 

programmable DSP technology is capable to peak processing rates in excess to 

50 Mflops [ERA95]. Further, it is possible to produce array processors based on a 

network of interconnected DSP devices. It is also reasonable to expect a considerable 

increase in the level of DSP performance over the next years. All these make the 

implementation of the proposed approach very feasible. 

Table 3.1: Complexity of the Proposed Algorithm 
Number of 

Antenna Array 

Elements (iV) 

Eigendecomposition 

of Rxrc in Mflops 

Total in Mflops 

(including Directional Power 

Profile & Beamforming) 

2 0.0005 

3 0.0025 0.4 

4 0.005 0.8 

5 0.011 1.8 

6 0.017 2.7 

7 0.030 4.8 

8 0.042 7.5 

9 0IM3 11.1 

10 0.090 15.5 

11 0.120 2L2 

12 0.156 2&6 

13 0.196 35 

14 0.251 43 

15 0.312 53 

NB : 1) The Directional Power Profile is two orders of magnitude (in flops) more complex than MUSIC. 

2) The number of sources used consume TV — 1 degrees of freedom. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter an innovative interference cancellation approach, suitable for 

mobile radio networks, has been proposed. This approach comprises a superresolution 

directional power profile estimator and a signal subspace-type beamformer. The former 

can provide estimates for the DO As, the angular spread, and the received power level of 

the incoming signals by performing a two parameter optimisation of a specially 

formulated cost function. The beamformer can form sharp as well as controlled broad 

nulls, and thus is in a position to handle both point and diffuse mobile stations. The 

weight vector of this beamformer is orthogonal to the subspace spanned by the 

eigenvectors of the array response matrices corresponding to the diffuse-like type of 

mobile units as well as to the manifold vectors of the point type ones. Analytical 

expressions were also provided for the power level estimates of the superresolution 

power profile. These expressions interrelate the estimates of the directional power 

profile with the received power and the correlation coefficients of the incoming signals 

for various degrees of correlation. 

Finally, a number of computer simulation studies were carried out, which test the 

superresolution power profile and the signal subspace-type beamformer under various 

conditions, and depict the effects of the proposed approach on the performance of a 

mobile radio network. 
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Appendix 3.A : Analytical Expressions for the Parameters cxi 

In order to prove that the cost function i{a,d) of Equation 3.5 takes its 

minimum value at the point 

(3-A.l) 

where the rank of the matrix E = • Ijv — a • 5(0) • ^{6)^ is decreased by one 

(i.e. all the effects of the signal which impinge on the array from direction 9 have been 

removed from the matrix E), let us consider the case of three partially correlated signals 

mi(t) i = 1,2,3. The data covariance matrix Egg is given by: 

E ;̂̂  = S • Emm • + E^n (3.A.2) 

where § is the TV x 3 Source Position Matrix (SPM), E„„ is the noise covariance 

matrix, and Rmm is the signal covariance matrix given by: 

(3.A.3) 

The matrix E which is employed by the cost function ^(a, 0) is the remainder of 

the data covariance matrix after removing the effects of the noise and of the signal 

impinging on the array from the direction 9. 

E = Ea;x — E„„ — Oi • ^ = Rmii • + Rm22 ' ^2 ' ̂ 2 + -^33 ' ^ ^ + 

Rmi2 • • S_2 + Rm2i • ^2 " ^ + Rmzi ' ^ + Rm23 ' & " ^ + 

R ^ - S ^ - S f - a - S f S ^ (3.A.4) 

Rmii -̂ mi2 Rmi3 

mm — ^m2i Rm22 Rm23 
_Rmzi Rmz2 Rm33 _ 

1 0 0 -
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The Hermitian form of the TV x jV matrix R is given by • R • w, where u is 

any TV-dimensional complex column vector of [0, 0, 0]^. As long as the matrix 

R is a Hermitian matrix, its Hermitian form is real and vice versa. The rank r of the 

matrix R is called the rank of the Hermitian form. The form is called singular if 

rank(R) < N and non-singular if rank(R) = N. When the signal of interest is the one 

coming from direction 6 = 9i the Hermitian form of the matrix R can be expressed as: 

• R • W = (Rmn — o:) • -11 + 

Rm22 • • S2 • S2 • U + • u" • ^ ^ • U + 

Rmi2 • • S2 • u + Rm2i • • iSf • U -I-

Rmiz • ' S_i • sf • u 4- Rmzi • ^ • U + 

Rm2Z • ^ • W + Rrm2 • ^-32 -U (3.A.5) 

By substituting the products • u by the complex parameter Zi the Hermitian 

form of the matrix R can be written as; 

• R • U — {RMN — A ) • • ZI + RM22 ' ^ + RRRIZZ ' + 

Rmi2 • • Z2 + Rm2i ' Zg - Zi 4- Rmiz ' Z* - Z3 4-

Rmn ' -̂ 3 ' '̂ 1 Rm2z ' '̂ 2 ' ^3 4" Rmz2 ' ^3 ' ^2 (3.A.6) 

( « " » - + 

' (-^31 • + -̂ "132 • % + Rrnz-i ' ^s)* ' ' {Rmzx ' + -̂77132 ' % + Rmzi ' %) 

(3.A.7) 
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a ' ' • R • « = - a - - 4 -Zi + z; + 

( % . . . - ^ 5 = ^ ) ' 4 ' % + ( % . . - • 4 • z i + 4 2 3 • 2,23 (3 .A .8 ) 

D C {R̂  \2 Am?* ^ 

p ^31 •̂ '"28 

^ - ^ 2 2 flmja ' 

( 21 Arniq _ I / T~) \ 1 • z: + - 5 ^ ) . • Z2) 
WV.- T " ) ' " " •""• 

^ 3 3 

+ Z*23 • 2123 (3 .A .9 ) 

« • B • a = (%... - - . ' f 7 j L ^ L . ^ l V , - ") • 4 • zi + 

2*2 • 212 + 2*23 • 2123 (3 .A . 10) 

^ y^H . . •y, = (' ̂ 11'-^23'^33 -̂ 11 ••̂ 23'-̂ 32 -^33'-^12'-^21 _j_ 
^ -̂ 2̂2'"̂ 3̂3" "̂ 2̂3 "•̂ 3̂2 

•^12'-^23'-^31 -̂ 21 '•^32'-^13 q. 
•Rm22 '-^33 -^23 '^32 ) • •^i • 2 i + 2*2 • 2I2 + 2^23 ' ^123 (3 .A . 11) 

. , i ? TO) / Ami] -Amg,:; - ^ 1 2 - ^ 2 1 ) - ^ 1 2 ' ( - ^ 3 3 ' " ^ 2 1 - ^ 2 3 ' ^ 3 1 ) I 

<=> W """ 

•Rm22 '-^33 ~-^23 '̂ 3̂2 — a ) • Zjf • Z l + • ^12 + 2*23 • 2133 (3 .A .12 ) 
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• M • W — • z l • Zi + ZI2 • -212 + ^123 • 2123 (3.A. 13) 

where det(Emm) is the determinant of the matrix Rmm and i^mmnis the cofactor of Rmm 

corresponding to the first element. 

At this point it is important to mention the following three theorems about the 

Hermitian forms which can be found in [HOHN731: 

Theorem 1: -W-uisa Hermitian form, and if the substitution u = A - v yields 

N 
vF •'K - u = • (A^ • R• A) • ^ [gi • Vi • v f ) 

1 = 1 

then all g's are real. 

The number r of the non zero ĝ 's is equal to the rank of the Hermitian form 

which is equal to the rank of the matrix R. The number p of the positive g's is the index 

of the Hermitian form. The parameter s = 2 • p — r is called the signature of the 

Hermitian form. 

Theorem 2: No matter by what non-singular transformation, a given Hermitian form 

is reduced to a form 

gi • zl • zi g2 • • Z2 + • • • + gp • z* • Zp — • z*j^i • — ••• — g^ • z* • Zr 

where the g's are all positive, p is the index of the Hermitian form, and r the rank of the 

form. 

Theorem 3: A non-singular Hermitian form is called positive definite if and only if its 

rank and its index are equal (i.e. p — r = N). A singular Hermitian form is called 

positive semi-definite if and only if its rank and its index are equal (p = r < N). 
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Based on the above theorems and Equation A. 13 it can be said that as long as: 

a < (3.A.14) 
— Rm-. .mil 

the Hermitian form •'R- u has p = 3 = rank(]R) < N and according to Theorem 3 

R is a positive definite matrix (M is a positive semi-definite matrix when the equality of 

Equation A. 14 holds). Consequently, the matrix M does not have negative eigenvalues. 

Otherwise, when 

a > (3.A.15) 
m i l 

p — 2< rank(M) = 3 < N which means that the matrix IR is not a positive definite or 

semi-definite matrix and has some negative eigenvalues. 

At this point the it is important to mention that since Zi2 is a function of zi, Z2 

(i.e. 212 = ^{zi,Z2)) and Z123 is a function of zi, and 23 (i.e. 2:123 - f (zi, 2 2 , 2 2 ) ) , 

the complex variables 21, 212, 2123 are linearly independent (consider that the initial 

complex variables Zi i = 1,2,3 are linearly independent with each other due to the 

special form of the manifold vectors 5,- i = 1,2,3). As a result the transformation of the 

initial Hermitian form of the matrix to the one of Equation 3.A.13 is non 

singular {Theorem 2 is valid). 

The value 

(3JV16) 

determines the point at which the cost function ^{a, 6) of Equation 3.5 is minimised for 

9 = 9i. For the values of the parameter a which are a < aou the matrix 

M = Ra;j; — ei5',Tiin(Î a;x) • Iat - q; • 5((9) • 5(0)-^ is a positive definite /semi-definite 

matrix and it does not have any negative eigenvalues. Therefore, the second term of the 

cost function is identically zero. For a > the matrix ]R is not positive definite or 
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semi-definite and consequently it has some negative eigenvalues which are 

constructively employed by the second term to cause the increase of the cost function. 

The minimum value of the cost function is achieved for a = . At this point the first 

term of Equation 3.A.13 becomes equal to zero and consequently the rank of the matrix 

E is reduced by one (i.e. r = 2). 

Similar expressions can be derived for the values of 0:022 arid which 

correspond to signals m2{t) and m3{t) respectively. The result of Equation 3.A. 14 can 

be generalised for the case of M incoming signals mi{t) i = 1, 2, • • •, M. showing that 

the minimum of the cost function of Equation 3.5 when 6 = 9i is given by: 

(3.A.17) 

where det(Rnim) is the determinant of the matrix and Rmmuî  the cofactor of 

corresponding to the u-th element. 

In the special case that the signal mi{t) \/i is uncorrected with all the other 

signals impinging on the array, the covariance matrix of the received signals Rmm has 

the special form 

A 
0 
• B 
0 

0" • "0 Pi 0-• 0 
0 
: c 
0 

(3.A.18) 

where Pi is the power of the i-th signal at the array reference point and A, B, and C 

block matrices, and the estimated value do., given by Equation 3.A. 17 is equal to the 

received power of this signal. 

Oioii 
det(lR^ Pj-l 

R-rr Pi (3. A. 19) 
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When some of the incoming signals are coherent, the minimum of the cost 

function of Equation 3.5, with 9 denoting the DO As of one of the coherent 

signals, is at the point a = 0. This can be proved by considering the special form of 

Equation 3.A.6 in the case that the signals m2{t) and mzit) are coherent Q22 = 1 and 

P2 = P3 = P Rm22 = Rmn = Rm while the signal mi (t) is uncorrected with the 

other two. The Hermitian form of the matrix M can now be written as: 

• R • M = Rmii ' • ZI + {Rm — ' ^2 • Z2 + Rm ' ^3 ' % + 

Rm ' ^2 ' ^3 ''r Rm ' ^3 ' % (3.A.20) 

44^ • zl • Zi — a • Z2 • Z2 + 

(\/Rm • ^2 + \/Rm • %)* • (\/Rm ' % + \ / R m ' (3.A.21) 

44- • R • w = Rmii • • zi + ^23 • Z23 — a • Z2 • Z2 (3.A.22) 

It can be seen from Equation 3.A.22 in conjunction with the Theorem 2 that the 

only way the rank r of the matrix R is equal to r — 2 is when a = 0 (i.e. note that the 

rank of the matrix R is equal to 2 because the signals 7712(() and m^{t) are coherent). 

This means that for the coherent signals there is no value of a G 7̂ "*" so the rank of the 

matrix is reduced by one. Therefore the cost function ^{a, 9) takes its minimum value at 

q; = 0. The minimum of the cost function corresponding to the signal mi (t) which is 

uncorrelated with the other two can be similarly proved equal to a = P^. All these 

results can be generalised in the case of M incoming signals mi{t) i = M. 
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Appendix 3.B: Performance Evaluation of the Signal 

Subspace-type Broad Null Beamformer for 

High Noise Power 
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Figure 3.B.1 : SNIRo performance versus the azimuth angle of the 4th interfering 

mobile station, moving from 30° to 150°, (SNRm = 10 dB). 
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Figure 3.B.2 : SNIRQ performance versus the azimuth angle of the 4th interfering 

mobile station, moving from 30° to 150°, (SNRm = 10 dB). 
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Chapter 4 

Intra Base Station Channel Assignment 
for Mobile Radio Networks with Array 

Antennas Systems 

The previous chapter demonstrated the potential for enhancement in the 

performance of a mobile radio network using array antenna systems. Although it was 

shown that the "superresolution" techniques can handle mobile stations located close 

together, their performance is limited in practical situations due to the finite observation 

interval. As a result, there are situations where the angular separation of two users is too 

small, and the beamformer is unable to synthesise an appropriate antenna pattern. The 

overall situation deteriorates even more when one of the two closely located mobiles is 

the desired source. In this case the beamformer is required to form an array pattern 

which has a beam very close to a deep null. The result can be either an incomplete 

interference cancellation or a severe attenuation of the desired signal as explained in 
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Chapters. In both cases the output signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio, SNIRo, 

decreases dramatically and consequently the overall performance of the network 

deteriorates. 

In order to demonstrate the effect on the output SNIRq of the angular separation 

of two mobile stations let us consider a base station that employs a uniform linear array 

of = 7 antennas for receiving the signals from two mobile stations that are both 

assumed to be point sources. One of the mobiles is considered to be the desired one 

while the other is unwanted interference. It is assumed that the direction of the desired 

mobile is at 9d = 90°, the received power level from each mobile is unity 

(i.e. Pi = P2 = 1), and the noise power is 30 dB below the signal power. Figure 4.1 

depicts the SNIRq at the output of the beamformer as function of A6, the angulai* 

difference, between the desired mobile station and the interfering one, when the 

superresolution weight vector of Equation 3.23 is employed. It can be seen that, there is 

a significant degradation of the output SNIRo when the angular difference between the 

desired mobile station and the interfering one is decreased. 

To overcome this problem another channel must be assigned to the desired or to 

the interfering mobile station while ensuring that no conflicts are caused in the new 

channel by the introduction of this mobile. This new intra-base station channel 

assignment will allow the beamformer to perform efficient spacial filtering for all 

available channels thus enhancing the performance of the network. 

So far several attempts have been made to obtain an effective channel 

assignment scheme for base stations with array antenna systems. In [FARS95] a channel 

assignment strategy is proposed for the downlink channels. The main idea is to utilise 

the so called power gain (i.e. power gain = >• 

that measures the amount of signal power saved by adding space diversity to a 

conventional FTDMA system, in order to distinguish between "good" and "bad" sets of 

mobile users. In [FARS96] the same authors present five downlink channel assignment 

criteria. The first one is based on the maximum transmission power of a particular base 
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station. The main idea is that the minimum electromagnetic emission will also cause 

minimum interference in neighbouring cells. Another criterion measures the capability 

of the beamformer to provide adequate interference suppression for a given set of 

DO As. The remaining criteria are based on the interference and/or the noise power that 

a mobile user will experience if it is assigned a specific channel. 

m 
3 & 

§ 

Azimuth Angle Difference AG (degree) 

Figure 4.1 : SNIRQ at the output of the beamformer as a function of the 

azimuth angle difference, AO, between the desired and the 

interfering mobile stations. 

Other intra base station channel assignment schemes are associated with 

particular types of beamformers. For instance, in [PURB97] an 18 dB array beamwidth is 

used as the channel assignment criterion for the Least Mean Square (LMS) and ESPRIT 

beamformers. In [CHEN99] the carrier to interference ratio CLRq at the output of the 
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beamformer is taken as a channel assignment criterion, while in [ZHEN98] the criterion is 

a function of the power levels of the received signals and the array pattern. 

This chapter is an investigation of intra base station channel assignment schemes 

in mobile radio systems that incorporate array antennas. Initially, the parameters that 

affect the intra base station channel assignment are described and the problem is 

formulated by means of the channel service matrix and the compatibility matrix. 

Afterwards, two innovative channel assignment algorithms are introduced. The first 

takes into account the angular difference between the mobile stations as well as the 

adjacent channel difference. It performs the assignment according to a cost function 

which involves both the co-channel interference relating to an angular threshold and the 

adjacent channel interference relating to a channel threshold. The objective of the 

second channel assignment algorithm is to maximise the angle between the subspace 

spanned by the manifold vector of the desired mobile station and the subspace spanned 

by the manifold vectors of the interfering mobiles. Both the proposed algorithms aim to 

maximise the SIRq at the output of the beamformer with the minimum degradation of 

the desired signal power. Several computer simulation studies have been carried out to 

illustrate the improvement in the performance of a mobile radio system with an array 

antenna for the case where the proposed channel assignment algorithms are employed. 

4.1 Problem Description 

The intra base station channel assignment problem is the task of assigning the 

required channels to a number of mobile stations in such a way that some angular and/or 

frequency constraints are satisfied. In general, it can be said that for a given a number of 

operating channels allocated to a particular base station which employs an array of 

antennas, and a number of desired and interfering mobiles associated with this base 

station, the algorithm tries to find a channel assignment for the desired mobiles that 
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satisfies some given constraints by minimising (or maximising) the value of an 

appropriate objective function. 

It is important to point out that this channel assignment can take place locally at 

the base station, or can be part of an overall dynamic channel assignment model which 

also incorporates space diversity constraints. The first approach is the intra base station 

channel assignment and it is based on the available information for the desired and 

interfering mobile stations in all channels which are allocated to this particular base 

station. The second requires a global channel assignment algorithm which deteiTnines 

the optimum channel assignment for the overall network. Although the global approach 

may achieve optimum performance, the complexity and the overhead due to the data 

transfers, which are required, make the practical implementation of such a method less 

appealing. Therefore, the intra base station channel assignment approach is used 

throughout this chapter. 

The intra base station approach can also be used in conjunction with any fixed, 

or dynamic channel assignment scheme that allocates the overall bandwidth to the base 

stations of the network in order to form a hybrid scheme. Furthermore, both co-channel 

and adjacent channel interference can be taken into account during the intra base station 

channel assignment. 

The intra base station channel assignment can be applied either in regular time 

intervals or when the base station controller determines that the angular distance 

between two co-channel mobiles has fallen bellow a certain threshold. Additionally, it 

can be used in situations where a new mobile station must be introduced into the 

system, (i.e. when a mobile switches on). 
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4.2 Problem Formulation 

Consider a base station that is allocated a number of operating channels, Q, and 

employs an array of N antennas. Using these channels the base station has to serve a 

number of desired mobile stations say, Mjj (i.e. usually Md > Q), while at the same 

time receiving interference from some other mobiles, Mj, belonging to neighbouring 

base stations. In every time instant each base station has to take care that the 

performance of the communication link of all desired mobile stations, (i.e. the SNIRo at 

the output of the beamformer), is kept above a certain level usually known as the 

protection ratio SNIRp^. Since the assignment of the Q available channels to the 

mobiles is decided exclusively by the base station of interest, a channel assignment 

algorithm is required in order to prevent situations that involve desired mobiles with 

very small angular separation distance with each other or with the interfering mobiles. 

There are two matrices which are related to the intra base station channel 

assignment. These are the channel service matrix H and the compatibility matrix C. 

4.2.1 The Channel Service Matrix 

The channel service matrix H, is a {MQ + Mj) x Q matrix, that contains the 

current channel assignment of the desired and interfering mobile stations corresponding 

to this base station. The elements hij of the channel service matrix H are equal to: 

hij = 0 when the channel j is not assigned to the mobile station i 

hij = 1 when the channel j is assigned to the mobile station i and this 

mobile station belongs to the base station of interest 

hij = — 1 when the channel j is assigned to the mobile station i and this 

mobile station does not belong to the base station of interest 
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The aim of the intra base station channel assignment algorithm is to estimate a 

new channel assignment, described by the matrix M', that is able to serve all the desired 

mobile stations without any conflicts. The operation of the intra base station channel 

assignment algorithm on the matrix H in order to produce the matrix H' is a mapping 

that is based on a particular performance criterion. Such a criterion can be for example 

the output SNIRQ. Additionally, the DO As of the desired and interfering mobile stations 

as well as the minimum angular and frequency distance are parameters which can be 

employed by the intra base station channel assignment algorithm to perform the new 

mapping. 

In order to clarify the form of the channel service matrix H, let us consider a 

base station with two operating channels Q — 1 which has to serve MQ — 4 desired 

mobile stations and receives interference from M j = 10 mobiles, (served by other base 

stations), with DOAs^ sorted in an ascending order as they are described by the 

(Md + Mj) — dimensional column vector 0 of Equation 4.1. 

9 = [33.1°,33.9°,44.2°,54.6°,M^°,66J:°, 93.1°,942°, 111.3°, 119.7°, 135.6°, 140.0°, 144.6°. 149.7°]^,..^) 

T T T T 
DOAs of the Desired Mobile Stations 

(4.1) 

By assuming that the four mobile stations belonging to the base station of 

interest are those at 59.0°, 66.4°, 94.2°, and 149.7°, a possible channel assignment can 

be presented by the channel service matrix H of Equation 4.2. 

1 Throughout this chapter it is assumed that the base station is in a position to estimate the DOAs 
of all mobile stations (i.e. desired and interfering) promptly and accurately. 
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H = - 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 - 1 1 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 

0 - 1 0 - 1 1 1 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 1 

T T T T 
Channels of the Desired Mobile Stations 

(14x2) 

(4.2) 

According to the current channel assignment described by Equation 4.2, six 

mobiles are operating on channel one while the remaining eight mobiles are operating 

on channel two. However, only one of the four desired mobiles is operating on channel 

one. Figure 4.2 depicts the initial channel assignment of the fourteen mobiles as it is 

described by the channel service matrix H. The desired and the interfering mobile 

stations are represented by grey and black circles respectively. The minimum angular 

difference between a desired and an interfering mobile is 1.1° in channel one and 4.4° in 

channel two. 

A possible intra base station channel assignment for the above example is 

described by the matrix H' of Equation 4.3 and it is presented in Figure 4.3. According 

to this channel assignment two mobile stations change channel (i.e. see arrows). This 

assignment increases the minimum angular difference between a desired and an 

interfering mobile to 14.8° in channel one, and to 11.8° in channel two. 

m' 
1 0 - 1 0 1 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 - 1 - 1 0 

0 - 1 0 - 1 0 1 0 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 1 

T T T 
Channels of the Desired Mobile Stations 

(14x2) 

CL3) 
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Figure 4.2 : Initial channel assignment. The base station has two allocated channels. It 

serves four desired mobile (i.e. grey circles) stations, and receives 

interference from ten other mobiles (i.e. black circles). 

Let us now assume that the base station employs a uniform linear airay of 

N = lb antennas together with a signal subspace-type beamformer similar to the one 

proposed in Chapter 3 (i.e. see Equation 3.23). In this case the minimum SNIRo at the 

output of the beamformer for the channel assignment of Figure 4.2 is equal to 29.7 dB 

and 38.4 dB for the first and the second channels, respectively. After reassigning the 

available channels as described in Figure 4.3 the minimum SNIRo is equal to 41.4 dB 

and 41.7 dB for the first and the second channels, respectively. This is a significant 

improvement in the performance of the beamformer by 11.7 dB in channel one and 
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3.3 dB in channel two. Note that an input SNRj„ equal to 30 dB is assumed for all 

mobile stations. 

In general, it can be said that the aim of the intra base station channel assignment 

algorithm is to assist the beamformer to provide the maximum achievable SNIRQ in all 

channels, for a given number of channels, a given aixay configuration, and a given 

distribution of mobile stations. For instance, in the above example the maximum SNIRQ 

that can be obtained is equal to the SNR^. This happens when the interference 

cancellation is complete. The maximum output SNR^ is equal to 

SNRo — N • SNRj„ = 41.76 dB. As it can be seen, this value is very close to the 

SNIRo that is obtained by the beamformer in both channels of the system, after the intra 

base station channel assignment. 

H = 

Figure 4.3 
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Channel assignment after applying the intra base station channel 

assignment algorithm. The arrows indicate mobile stations that change 

operation channel. 
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4.2.2 The Compatibility Matrix 

The (Mo + Ml) x {Mjj + Mj) compatibility matrix C [GAMS82] describes all 

the angular and the frequency distance constraints between the desired and interfering 

mobiles. It can be defined similar to the compatibility matrix of the classical channel 

assignment problem. The main difference is that for our case the non-diagonal elements 

Cij of the matrix C are determined by the angular distance and the frequency distance 

thresholds rather than co-channel interference constraints. Cy represents the minimum 

appropriate channel separation distance between the i-th and j-th mobile stations for 

operation without any conflicts. A general compatibility matrix can be formulated as 

follows: 

C = 

Cii, 
C21, 

Cl2) 
C22, 

^(Mn+Mx) 15 ^{Md+MJ) 2; a 

^ 1 {MJD+MJ) 

^ 2 {Md+MJ) 

(Mfj+Mj) {Md+MJ) 

(4 4) 

When Cij = 0, i ^ j, it means that there is no constraint on the reuse of the 

same channels by the mobile stations i, j. This implies that the angular distance is so 

large that the two mobiles can operate on the same channel without any trouble and the 

beamformer can form an array pattern that achieves the required performance. If 

Cij = 1, i ^ j then the two mobile stations cannot use the same channel. This is 

because the beamformer is unable to provide the required SNIRpy when it has to handle 

one of the two mobiles as desired source and the other as interference. A problem arises 

however, only when one of the two mobiles belongs to the base station of interest. 

A generalised definition of the compatibility matrix C requires the consideration 

of the case that the adjacent channel interference must be taken into account. In such 

cases, some of the elements Cij, j may take values greater than one. This means that 

not even adjacent channels can be assigned to these mobiles. Unlike the classical 

channel assignment problem the diagonal elements of the compatibility matrix have no 
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special meaning for the intra base station channel assignment^ and can be set equal to 

zero (i.e. = 0). 

The role of the compatibility matrix is to indicate situations where possible 

conflicts may arise and hence, to assist in proper channel assignment. In order to clarify 

the form of the compatibility matrix C, let us consider the example of Figure 4.2. If an 

angular constraint of 7° is required for an efficient beamfonning operation, (i.e. 

A9i > AOthr V mobile i of the base station of interest with AOthr = 7°), then the 

compatibility matrix C is given by Equation 4.5. In this example no adjacent channel 

constrains have been considered Afthr = 0. 

C = 

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

(4.5) 

14x14 

As mentioned above, the compatibility matrix indicates cases where conflicts may arise 

if the mobiles operate on the same channel. In the example of Equation 4.5 there are six 

such areas, illustrated with grey rectangles. However, only the three framed rectangles 

correspond to possible conflict situations that involve mobile stations of the base station 

of interest. These are cases that require extra caie and will be handled by the intra base 

station channel assignment algorithm. 

2 In the classical channel assignment problem the diagonal elements of the compatibility matrix are 
equal to the maximum value of Cy. This means that none of the mobiles served by a particular base 
station can operate on the same or on an adjacent channel with another mobile of this base station. 
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4.3 Solution Strategy 

The new channel service matrix H' is provided by the intra base station channel 

assignment algorithm by applying the {MB + Mj) x Q matrix T on the initial channel 

service matrix H. 

H' = T + H (4.6) 

The matrix T is generated through an iterative process as it can be described by the 

following expression: 

Mo 
T = (4.7) 

/ = ! 

where A; is the {Mjj + Mj) xQ matrix given by A / = [Oi ^ Og with 

Ai = [ai, a2 , . . . , aq] and Oi, O2 zero matrices^. The elements of the vector Ai belong 

to the set { — 1,0, 1} and determine whether a channel reassignment will take place for 

the I th mobile station. These elements indicate the new channel assignment at step I. 

Moving a mobile user from the z-th channel to the j-th channel, is achieved by setting 

the ai and a j elements of the vector to minus unity and unity respectively. All other 

elements ak with k ^ i and k ^ j axe equal to zero. 

It is important to point out that if Mjj is the number of desired mobile stations 

and Q the number of available channels which have been allocated to the base station of 

interest, there are difference combinations which can be considered by the 

algorithm for an adequate intra base station channel assignment. Furthermore, if H' is an 

acceptable solution, then any matrix H" that is a permutation of the columns of H' will 

also be a channel service matrix. Consequently, there are Q! different channel service 

matrices which determine all the possible solutions to the problem. 

3 The dimensionality of the matrices Oi and O2 depends on the row of H where the channel 

reassignment must take place. The dimensionality of the combined matrix O = [Oi, ©2]^ is equal to 

{Md + Ml — 1) X Q. 
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The intra base station channel assignment can be presented by the block diagram 

of Figure 4.4. 

H 

DOAs 
Estimation 

Channel Assignment 
Criterion 

Intra Base Station Channel 
Assignment Algorithm H 

Figure 4.4 : Block diagram of intra base station channel 
assignment algorithm. 
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4.3.1 Minimum Distance Criterion 

According to this criterion the base station examines all the allocated channels 

for desired mobile stations that violate the pre-specified thresholds. It then applies intra 

base station channel assignment in order to find a channel service matrix H' which 

provides angular and channel distances above the thresholds for all desired mobile 

stations. Given an angular and a channel threshold Adthr and Afthr respectively this 

criterion can be expressed as follows: 

For every desired mobile with direction A: = 1, 2 , . . . , M^, operating on 

channel (i-^- fok ^ [A, /s, - - -, fq]), that violates the angular constraint 

(i.e. \dDi. — di\< AOthr) or the channel constraint (i.e. \ fr,^ — | < Afthr), 

find a new channel that > ^^thr and \ > Afthr-

where is the number of the mobile stations belonging to the base station of interest, 

9i and 0'̂  represent the direction of any other mobile station operating on the channels 

fok and respectively, while represents any other channel (i.e. different than 

fok) that has a mobile at the direction 0^^. 

In order to apply the minimum distance criterion two cost functions have to be 

defined. The first one, is associated with the angular difference and is compared with 

the threshold AOthr while the second, ^/, is related to the channel difference and is 

compared with the threshold Afthr-

The first cost function, determines the minimum angular difference 

corresponding to the desired mobiles in every operating "channel fn^ E [fi, /2, • • •, /gi-

lt can be defined as follows: 

^0 = min{min{\9r - OD, • 1|}} and G [/i, / 2 , . . . , fq] (4.8) 
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where the vector 9j:̂ ^ represents the DO As of all other mobiles operating on the 

channel and l i s a column vector of ones. 

By bounding this cost function with a threshold Adthr, (i s. > ^Othr) it is 

guaranteed that no degradation in the output SNIRQ is caused due to the inability of the 

beamformer to perform efficient interference cancellation. 

The second cost function, determines the minimum channel distance 

corresponding to the desired mobiles. 

0 = min{min{\f^^^ - / d , • 1|}} V (4.9) 

where f ^ represents the vector of all channels allocated to the base station of interest 

that have a mobile at the direction • 

Setting a constraint on the cost function ^/, (i.e. > Afthr) guarantees that if another 

mobile has the same direction as the one under examination, there will be sufficient 

channel distance between these two so that no degradation is caused due to the adjacent 

channel interference. 

Below, an intra base station channel assignment algorithm incorporating the 

minimum distance criterion is given in a step form, while the algorithm is also presented 

as a flow diagram in Figure 4.5. 

STEP-1: Estimate the directions, 9_, of all mobile stations (i.e. desired and 

interfering) in all operating channels of the base station of interest 

(i.e. [fi, / g , , fq]). Then, from the set of directions d, identify those of 

the desired mobiles 9^, and form the current channel service matrix H. 
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STEP-2: For every desired mobile k = 1,2,... ,MD with direction 

evaluate the angular cost function Then, from all mobile stations with 

< A9thr take as a starting point the mobile ko with the minimum ^g. 

STEPS: Evaluate the cost functions and for the kg-th mobile for every 

channel ^ [ f i , f2, •••, fq], with ^ /D*,, and find where the 

angular threshold is satisfied by and the channel threshold by 

STEP-4: Assign as a new channel for this mobile kg the channel f'jj^ that 

corresponds to the maximum value of the or providing that both ^g, 

satisfy the thresholds. 

STEPS: Update the channel service matrix H for the channel assignment, classify 

this mobile station as "assignment discharged" (i.e. remove the DOA of 

this mobile from the vector 0^), and go again to STEP-2. 

STEP-6: When the cost functions ^g, for every desired mobile take their 

maximum value at the current channel assignment report the solution 

(i.e. the matrix M') and go to the DOAs estimation mode. 

Note that once a desired mobile station is classified as "assignment discharged" the 

channel assignment is completed for this mobile. Also, the total number of mobiles in 

any operation channel must be always less than the number of array elements, if a signal 

subspace-type beamformer is used. 

Besides other factors, the performance of the minimum distance criterion is a 

function of the channel threshold i^fthr and the angular threshold A9thr- The selection 

of the channel threshold depends on the amount of adjacent channel interference that can 

be tolerated by the system. On the other hand, the angular threshold depends on the 

degree of cancellation of the co-channel interference that is performed by the 

beamformer. A critical factor for this is the array configuration employed. The mainlobe 

width, or beamwidth, AObeam, of the array configuration sets a limit on the angular 

difference between a desired mobile and an interference for an effective interference 
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cancellation without a degradation of the desired signal. Therefore, the angular threshold 

A9thr can be set equal to half of the array beamwidth (i.e. AOthr — For uniform 

linear arrays with half-wavelength interelement distance, half of the 3 dB mainlobe 

width, in radians, is given by the fol lowing expression [PILL891: 

(4.9) 

Note that for a uniform linear array of iV = 15 elements the beamwidth is equal to 

= 7.66°. 

The use of an angular threshold for the minimum distance criterion equal to the 

half of the array beamwidth is a fair approach if the mobile stations are considered as 

point sources. However, as explained in Chapters there will be cases where some 

mobiles will experience an angular spread and they will be classified as diffuse type of 

sources. In such cases, the maximum angular spread of the incoming signals, estimated 

by the directional power profile, must be taken into account in adjusting the angular 

threshold Adthr- Therefore, if the angular spread of some of the incoming signals is 

greater than the array beamwidth, the minimum required angular threshold, AOthr, must 

be equal to the average of the angular spread of the two broader spread mobile stations 

(i.e. AOthr = vvhere and AOŝ  represent the angular spread of the two 

broader spread mobile stations). 

It must also be pointed out that the angular cost function and the channel cost 

function ^f, may not have the same significance for the intra base station channel 

assignment. This is because most of the adjacent channel interference is eliminated by 

the band pass filters. In this case an appropriate weighting must be applied on and 

before applying the algorithm. 
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Figure 4.5 : Flow diagram for an iterative solution procedure of the 

minimum distance criterion. 
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4.3.2 Maximum Subspace Angle Criterion 

An alternative approach for designing a channel assignment criterion stems from 

the fact that interference cancellation, achieved by an array of N antenna elements, is a 

function of the angle between the subspace spanned by the manifold vector of the 

desired mobile station and the one spanned by the manifold vectors of the interferences. 

According to Equations 3.26 and 3.29, if 5^) is the manifold vector of the desired 

mobile, and S/ = [^j^, 5/^, is the manifold matrix of the interfering mobiles, 

the power level of the desired signal PD-out, and the SNIRQ at the output of the 

beamformer are related to the angle Sj) by the following expressions: 

Pn-out ccN -PD- (̂ 1 - cos2(Z(>S^, § / ) ) ) (4.10) 

SNIRo oc AT. - cos2( / (^^ , §2))^ (4.11) 

It can be seen from Equation 4.11 that the output SNIRQ depends on the angle between 

the manifold vector S_jj and the interference subspace £ [ S / ] . Therefore, this angle, or 

the factor cos^ (Z(5£,, Sj)), can be incorporated in a cost function for intra base station 

channel assignment to establish the selection criterion. 

In order to observe the characteristics of the factor cos^ (Z(^^ , S/)), let us 

consider as an example a uniform linear array of iV = 10 antenna elements receiving the 

signals from a desired mobile station, with DOA 9d = 90°, and two interfering mobiles. 

The DOA of the first interfering mobile is = 30° and of the other is with 

0/2 G [0°, 30°) U (30°, 90°) U (90°, 180°]. Figure 4.6a presents the factor 

cos^ (Z(j9g, §/)) as a function of the DOA of the second interference. It can be seen 

that cos^(Z(5£), S j)) increases dramatically when the angular difference between the 

desired mobile station and one of the interference decreases. The effects of the angular 

separation on the factor cos^(Z(5P, SJ)) are more dramatic if the first interference 
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happens to be close to the desired mobile. This is depicted in Figure 4.6b, where the 

factor cos^(Z(5£), §j)) is plotted for 9 i^=88° and 

0/2 G [0°, 88°) U (88°, 90°) U (90°, 180°]. As it can be seen, there is a substantial 

increase in the factor cos^(Z(^g, S/)) (i.e. from cos^(Z(5£), §/)) < 0.1 to 

cos^(Z(5£), S/)) > 0.9), even for away from 9d, when the first interference is 

located close to the desired mobile. The output SNIRQ, given by Equation 4.11, will be 

significantly smaller in the scenario of Figure 4.6b. It is therefore apparent, that the 

parameter cos^(Z(5^, §/)) provides essential information for the SNIRQ, and it can be 

utilised as a cost function for an optimum intra base station channel assignment 

especially for signal subspace-type beamformers. 

The estimation of the most appropriate operation channel for every desired 

mobile station A: = 1 ,2 , . . . , MD can be based on the minimisation of the subspace-type 

cost function ŝub = cos^ (Z(5^^, §j)) and it can be expressed as: 

find / k E [/i, / 2 , , fq] • Csub = cos^(Z(^^ , §/ )) is minimised 

0L12) 

where f i , f2, •••, fq represent the Q available channels which have been allocated to 

the base station of interest, and Sĵ , is the interference subspace of the channel . 
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(b) — 88° for a uniform linear array of N = 10 elements. 
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An intra base station channel assignment algorithm that incorporates the 

maximum subspace angle criterion can de described in a brief step form as follows: 

STEP-1: Estimate the directions, of all mobile stations (i.e. desired and 

interfering) in all operating channels of the base station of interest 

(i.e. [/i, / 2 , . . . , /q]). Then, out of all directions 0, identify those of the 

desired mobiles and form the current channel service matrix H. 

STEP-2: For every desired mobile A; = 1, 2 , . . . , with direction Oof, ^ OD 

evaluate the signal subspace-type cost function ŝub- Then, from all 

desired mobile stations take as a starting point the mobile kg with the 

maximum ŝub-

STEPS: Evaluate the cost functions ŝub for the /co-th mobile for every channel 

/k„ ^ [/i, A,..., fq], with ^ and find where the signal 

subspace-type cost function ŝub is minimised. 

STEP-4: Assign as a new channel for this mobile kg the channel 

corresponds to the minimum value of the 

STEPS: Update the channel service matrix H for the channel assignment, classify 

this mobile station as "assignment discharged" (i.e. remove the DOA of 

this mobile from the vector and go again to STEP-2. 

STEP-6: When the cost function ŝuh for every desired mobile take its minimum 

value at the current channel assignment report the solution (i.e. the 

matrix H') and go to the DOAs estimation mode. 

Note that the total number of mobiles in any operation channel must be always less than 

the number of array elements, if a signal subspace-type beamformer is used. An intra 

base station channel assignment algorithm, that incorporates the maximum subspace 

angle criterion is presented as a flow diagram in Figure 4.7. 
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The objective of the maximum subspace angle criterion is to maximise the 

output SNIRo for every desired mobile of the base station of interest. This is the case 

when the beamformer is in a position to eliminate completely the co-channel 

interference associated with all interfering mobile stations. Such a situation happens if 

the angle between the desired signal subspace and the interfering signals' subspace is 

equal to 90° (i.e. §j) = 90°). However, since the base station has no control 

over the directions of the interfering mobiles stations, there can be situations when 

§j) < 90°. This prevents the output SNIRQ from reaching the maximum value. 

In addition, there will be cases where the beamformer fails to achieve the required 

protection ratio SNIRp^ or to improve the output SNIRo even after an intra base station 

channel assignment. In general, it can be said that the objective of the intra base station 

channel assignment algorithm is to minimise the failure probability (i.e. the number of 

cases where the beamformer is unable to deliver the required performance). Besides the 

selected assignment criterion, the failure probability depends also on other parameters 

such as the number of array antennas N, and the number of available channels Q. These 

two parameters constrain the capabilities of the intra base station channel assignment 

algorithm. 
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4.4 Performance Evaluation 

In order to examine the capabilities of the proposed criteria for the intra base 

station channel assignment algorithm, let us consider a base station which employs 120° 

sectorisation and a uniform linear array of N = 10 antennas. The base station is 

allocated Q = 2 operating channels in order to serve four desired mobile stations, 

Md = 4, while at the same time receiving interference from another six mobiles, 

Ml — 6. All the mobile stations use omnidirectional antennas for transmission and 

reception. It is also assumed that the input SNRj„ is 30 dB for the desired mobiles and 

20 dB for the interferences. A signal subspace-type beamformer, similar to that of 

Equation 3.23, is used at the base station^. 

The performance of the proposed scheme is examined in terms of the minimum 

outage probability (i.e. min{Pr[SNIRo < SNIRp^]}), and the average outage probability 

(i.e. mean{Pr[SNIRo < SNIRp^]}) for all desired mobile stations before and after the 

intra base station channel assignment. A large number of 1000 independent data 

samples has been employed in order to generate the cumulative distribution curves by 

applying Monte Carlo simulations using MATLAB. 

4.4.1 The Capabilities of the Minimum Distance Criterion 

Initially, the intra base station algorithm with the minimum distance criterion is 

investigated. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 depict the minimum outage probability and the average 

outage probability respectively. It can be seen that there is a significant improvement, 

(i.e. about 26 dB for a value of 10"^) in the minimum outage probability that can be 

achieved by employing the proposed approach. The improvement in the average outage 

probability is about 20 dB for a 10~^ outage probability. 

^ During the channel assignment, special care is taken so that the total number of mobile stations 
assigned to a particular channel is always smaller that the number of array elements N. 
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As shown, the improvement in the minimum outage probabihty is higher. This is 

because it is unlikely for there to be, simultaneously two or more mobiles (with one of 

them to be a desired one) with very small angular separation in all operation channels. 

Usually, there is a limited number of co-directional or nearly co-directional mobile 

stations and channel assignment improves considerably the output SNIRo for these 

mobiles. However, the algorithm has a small effect on the SNIRo of mobile stations with 

high initial SNIRo. This is also demonstrated by the convergence of the minimum and 

the average outage probabilities in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for high SNIRpr-

4.4.2 The Capabilities of the Maximum Subspace Angle Criterion 

The performance of the intra base station channel assignment algorithm with the 

maximum subspace angle criterion is investigated for a similar scenario to the previous 

one. According to the simulations presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 the improvement 

in the minimum outage probability using the maximum subspace angle criterion is even 

better (i.e. about 35 dB) than in the case of the minimum distance criterion. This is 

because the maximum subspace angle criterion is directly related to the output S N I R q 

and provides the optimum performance. However, there is no significant difference in 

the improvement that is achieved by the two criteria with respect to the average outage 

probability (i.e. both achieve about 20 dB improvement for an outage probability of 

10-2). 

It can generally be said that the use of an intra base station channel assignment 

scheme can significantly enhance the capabilities of the beamformer to deal with various 

cases of closely located sources. The demonstrated enhancement in the performance of a 

mobile radio network with array antenna systems, establishes the intra base station 

channel assignment module as a vital part of the base station architecture. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the intra base station channel assignment problem in mobile 

radio networks with array antennas was investigated. Two innovative channel 

assignment algorithms are proposed. The first one performs the channel assignment 

according to an angular threshold and a channel threshold. The second algorithm aims 

to maximise the angle between the subspace spanned by the manifold vector of the 

desired mobile station and that spanned by the manifold vectors of the interfering 

mobiles. A number of computer simulations, demonstrate an impressive improvement 

in situations where the beamformer must handle mobile stations with small angular 

separation. 

It must be pointed out that the intra base station channel assignment algorithm 

described in this chapter can also be applied when a new mobile station is introduced 

into the system. In this case the base station must assign a communication channel to 

this mobile. The new mobile can be placed in the channel where it will cause the 

minimum disturbance in the system and at the same time experience a 

SNIRo > SNIRpr- If these constraints cannot be satisfied in any one of the Q available 

channels, it is preferred to reject this particular user instead of risking the performance 

degradation of the overall channel. 

None of the criteria for the intra base station channel assignment which are 

proposed in this chapter can ensure that the SNIRQ will never drop below a required 

level. This is because there is no control over the directions of the desired and the 

interfering mobiles in conjunction with number of available channels and the number of 

array elements. However, the algorithms provide a better channel assignment that 

improves the output SNIRo in all the channels of the network. 
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Chapter 5 

Array Processing Positioning in 
Mobile Communications 

It has recently become a requirement for the operators of mobile 

communications networks to provide accurate positioning of mobile terminals. In 

particular, mobile positioning will become mandatory in the USA by the year 2001 for 

users requiring emergency assistance via E-911 after estimating that 10% of the 

emergency calls in US metropolitan areas are originated by mobile phones [SDLV96]. 

There are several other reasons that make positioning of mobile terminals desirable. 

From the network operators' point of view, positioning provides a way to introduce 

difference billing for different locations. This is expected to enhance the penetration of 

mobile phones to the global communication market. Another reason is that the accurate 

monitoring of the positions and the movements of mobile users will enable better 

operation of the overall radio network. An obvious example is the capabilities that 
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mobile positioning gives for effective handovers from one cell to another, as well as for 

reducing of the corresponding overhead administration. Furthermore, it can be used as 

an important aid to optimise several base station parameters such as the capacity 

demand leading to improved network coverage. Finally, mobile positioning is crucial in 

providing numerous transport services such as information for travellers, electronic 

yellow pages, navigation assistance, detecting traffic and congestion, etc. 

In this chapter an innovative signal subspace-type approach for mobile station 

positioning in personal communication networks is introduced. The proposed approach 

is based on treating a number of base stations in the vicinity of the mobile as a large 

array of sensors with known geometry. By using spherical wave modelling and 

collecting data from this array, with respect to a number of different reference points, a 

set of data covariance matrices are formed. Then, by using the signal eigenvalues of this 

set of matrices three circular loci are found whose intersection point is (theoretically) the 

mobile unit position. However, in practice, due to the noise and the finite observation 

interval, there are estimation errors. Therefore, in this chapter the performance (i.e. 

accuracy) of the proposed approach is examined by computer simulation studies as a 

function of the product SNRi„ x L. 

5.1 Classification of Mobile Positioning Systems 

So far the estimate of a mobile station position is limited to the rather inaccurate 

statement that it is located somewhere within the coverage boundaries of the base 

station that it is connected to. There are, however, a number of approaches proposed to 

introduce positioning in mobile communications, which may be classified into the 

following three categories [DRAN98]: 
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• Self Positioning Systems: In such systems the mobile terminals make the necessary 

signal measurements to determine their own locations based on a number of 

geographically distributed transmitters (i.e. base stations). 

• Remote Positioning Systems: In such systems a number of geographically distributed 

receivers measure the signals from a mobile terminal and then send the information to a 

Location Service Centre (LSC) which performs the positioning. 

• Indirect Position Systems: It is possible for the information of a self positioning and 

a remote positioning to be combined to produce a hybrid positioning system. 

The well known Global Positioning System (GPS) [WELL97] for instance is a self 

positioning system which is based on the time of arrival of four or more signals from a 

network of twenty four satellites to estimate the location of the user. Although GPS, is 

very accurate, it is inappropriate for mobile radio networks because it requires a clear 

view of the sky to receive data from the satellites. This is not always satisfied especially 

in urban or hilly terrain where the high buildings or the mountains prevent the line-of-

sight ray from the satellites [HELL97] or when the mobile is located inside a building or a 

vehicle. In addition, the size, cost, complexity, and power consumption of mobile 

terminals must be increased considerably to incorporate the GPS receiver. Therefore, it 

is preferable to implement mobile positioning independently of any external information 

(i.e. based on the GSM standards), and with the minimum possible modifications to the 

existing networks and especially to the mobile terminals. 

Undoubtedly, the remote positioning systems is the largest category of the above 

three and they can be further classified as Direction Finding and Ranging-based 

Positioning systems with the proposed approach belonging to the latter one. The 

Direction Finding Positioning systems estimate the position by finding the Direction-of-

Arrival (DOA) of the mobile's signal received by a number of base stations in its 

vicinity. Theoretically, such DOA measurements restrict the location of the mobile 
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along a line in the estimated direction. The intersection point of two such lines gives the 

position of the mobile station. However, the finite observation interval, the noise, and 

the multipath propagation, make necessary more than two DOA measurements for an 

unambiguous position estimate. When measurements from multiple base stations are 

available the intersections of the corresponding lines define an area within which the 

mobile can lay. In practice the performance of the Direction Finding Positioning systems 

depends on the accuracy of the DOA estimation [OWEN98]. This is a function of a 

number of factors such as the array geometry, the SNRj„, and the observation interval L. 

As a general rule, it can be said that the performance of the Direction Finding 

Positioning systems deteriorates as the distance between the base stations and the 

mobile increases because any error in the DOA estimates is magnified by the distance. 

There are several Range-based Positioning systems which estimate the mobile 

position by various time measurements. These time measurements define a locus on 

which the mobile station can lie. The exact position is found by the intersection point of 

the loci corresponding to two or more different measurements. The most common 

quantity used for positioning is the propagation time of arrival which is required by a 

signal to travel between a base station and a mobile unit and vice versa, or the time 

taken for the signal to reach its destination and then be related to the transmitter 

[REED98]. As long as there is a line-of-sight, this time interval is proportional to the 

distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Therefore, a measurement determines 

a circular locus on which the object being positioned can be located and at least three 

measurements are necessary for an unambiguous positioning (i.e. circular-circular-

circular positioning system [DRAN98]). This type of positioning can be classified as self 

or remote positioning depending on whether the propagation time measurements are 

performed by the base stations or the mobile unit. 

Another measurement which is often employed for positioning is the time-

dijference of arrivals (TDOA) of the signals received from neighbouring base stations. 

These time measurements can be transformed to range difference between the mobile 
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and the base stations resulting in a set of hyperbolic equations. Each equation defines a 

hyperbolic locus on which the mobile terminal is located. The exact location is 

estimated as the intersection point of at least two hyperbolic loci (i.e. hyperbolic-

hyperbolic positioning system [DRAN98]). In contrast to Direction Finding Positioning 

systems, the performance of systems which rely on time-difference of arrival improves 

as the distance between the mobile and the base stations increases. This is because the 

larger the distance, the closer the intersection angle of the hyperbolic loci is to 90°. 

Finally, mobile station positioning can be based on the change in propagation 

frequency of a signal. Such systems are known as Doppler Positioning systems and are 

effective only under a line-of-sight propagation and when the mobile is moving towards 

or away from the base station with a velocity high enough to generate an easily 

resolvable Doppler shift. 

In all the approaches that incorporate time measurements an accurate clock 

synchronisation between the base stations and the mobile unit is essential. This 

necessitates the implementation of additional hardware and/or software modules in the 

mobile unit. An alternative to clock synchronisation is to employ some time parameters 

which are already used by the mobile radio systems. In the GSM/DCS 1800 systems for 

example, the Timing Advance (TA) and the Observe Time Dijference (OTD) [MOUL92], 

which are employed to avoid overlapping up and down link time slots and support 

pseudo-synchronous handovers respectively, can be used for positioning purposes. 

However, if such parameters are employed, problems arise due to the quantization in the 

time measurements. Both the TA and OTD are measured in units of bit periods 

(i.e. Tb = 3.1 //sec), the accuracy in the range estimation is limited to 554 m due to the 

minimum error which is half a bit period. As a result, the three circular loci, whose 

intersection provides the position of the mobile unit, are now unable to estimate the 

exact location due to this error margin. According to [SE.V96], the mean error in the 

estimated location (employing the propagation time of arrival via the TA) is 500 m 

while the error is less than 900 m for 90% of time. To overcome this problem, the TA 
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information must be combined with signal power measurements at the neighbouring 

base stations in order to predict the actual position of the mobile station [GASP97]. The 

major source of error in positioning approaches that use the OTD is a missing line-of-

sight. This is a common phenomenon especially in urban areas resulting in significant 

positioning errors. In [SILV96] for instance an error of 1100m has been reported for 

positioning via OTD when a line-of-sight ray from the serving base station is present 

90% of the time and from the neighbouring base stations at 50% of the time. 

In the following sections an innovative approach for mobile station positioning 

by applying array processing is introduced. This remote positioning approach considers 

a number of base stations in the vicinity of the a mobile as a large array of known 

geometry. By changing the reference point of this array while collecting data sent from 

the mobile unit, a number of data covariance matrices can be calculated. Based on these 

data (i.e. second order statistics), the mobile position can be accurately estimated as the 

intersection point of three circular loci. 
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5.2 Modelling the Positioning Signals 

Consider an array of N base stations receiving the signal from a mobile whose 

position has to be estimated. By using the subscript 0 to indicate that the i-th base 

station is taken as the first reference point, and denoting the [azimuth, elevation, 

range] parameters of the mobile with respect to this with [6'o, (po, po] respectively, the 

iV-dimensional baseband received signal vector can be modelled as: 

XQ{t) = G • ^ • m{t) + noit) (5.1) 

In Equation 5.1, = 5(^o, <̂ o, Po, Eqj fc) represents the N dimensional manifold 

vector (i.e. /c is the propagation frequency and the coordinates of the N base stations 

with respect to the reference point), G denotes the N x N diagonal matrix which 

models the slow fading of the signal at the array of base stations (i.e. G depends on the 

terrain configuration and the man-made environment), no(0 is the complex N 

dimensional vector of the noise at the base stations, and m{t) is the baseband 

positioning signal which can be considered as a slow varying function with respect to 

the array aperture D. Thus m{t) does not depend on the array reference point. 

By assuming that the base stations chosen to form the array surround the mobile 

under consideration, the manifold vector 5q = S_{9q, (j)Q, po, fc), which represents 

the complex array response, can be expressed, see Appendix 5.A, using the spherical 

wave propagation model as follows: 

jgo = g - ((po ' I jv 0 ^ ) ^ " 0 exp( - ; - ^ - (po - I v - ^ ) ) ) (5.2) 

' a is a constant scalar 
is a jV-dimensional column vector of ones 

g is the TV X TV diagonal matrix denoting the complex gain 

where response (i.e. gain and phase) 

O denotes the Hadamard element by element product operator 
0 denotes the Hadamard element by element division operator 

, Po < spherical wave propagation condition 
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with the vector (po -l iv 0^o)" denoting the amplitude path loss attenuation at the N 

base stations normalised with respect to the path loss attenuation associated with the i-th 

reference point (i.e. (po • IN 0 = § ^ ) - that in this study the use of isotropic 

antennas has been assumed (i.e. Q = IJY). Furthermore, in Equation 5.2 the vector ^ is 

defined as: 

io = i(^o, (̂ 0, Po, En) = \ PI-IN + diag{£ • ^ ^ • m^o, 4 ) (5.3) =0 =0' TT'/c =0 

with ^o) = • [cos(0o)cos(0o), cos(^o)sin(^o), sin(0o)]^ representing the 

wavenumber vector. Note that = [2̂ ,̂ is the 3 x iV matrix containing the 

Cartesian coordinates of the array elements with respect to the i-th reference point. 

On the basis of the above modelling it is clear that the manifold vector 

depends on the selection of the array reference point according to which the bearings 

and the range of the source as well as the Cartesian coordinates of the array 

configuration are measured. By denoting with 5^ = 5(0i, 0i, P 1 5 f c ) the manifold 

vector with respect to a second reference point j (J ^ i), it is proved in Appendix 5.B, 

that the vectors dg and di are equal, and therefore the manifold vectors ^ and are 

interrelated by the following expression: 

—1 ̂  • GXP( ~ • (Pi - Po)) • î Q (5.4) 

According to Equation 5.4, the effect of a change in the reference point on the manifold 

vector 5 is simply a change in the norm of the vector, which depends only on the range 

of the mobile with respect to the two reference points. This implies that the subspace 

spanned by the manifold vector remains unchanged. 
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5.3 Array Processing-type Positioning 

Consider a mobile station of an unknown position and consider a set of N base 

stations surrounding the mobile as a large array of N elements. With the mobile 

operating on the positioning channel, the array of base stations receives the signal vector 

^ { t ) and then forwards its measurements to the Location Service Centre (LSC), which 

performs the estimation of the mobile position. Let us define the matrix Rq as: 

0̂ — ~ Pn "'̂ N (5-5) 

where " ^o} denotes the data covariance matrix, the power of the 

noise^ which is assumed to be temporally and spatially white, and I / / the N x N 

identity matrix. 

When only one mobile is operating on the positioning channel the matrix Rq can 

be written as: 

= (5.6) 

where the vector = G • and Pm is the received power of the baseband signal. 

By performing an eigendecomposition of the matrix Rq the signal eigenvector 

EQ, the one that corresponds to the principal eigenvalue Aq, can be found. 

'^0- Eĵ  = XQ- KQ (5.7) 

This eigenvector EQ is collinear with the vector S_Q (i.e. EQ = P • with (3 denoting a 

complex scalar). 

By using Equation 5.6, Equation 5.7 can be written as: 

Pm- ^0 • ^0 • Eq = Xo • Eĵ  (5.8) 

^Theoretically (i.e. for L ^ oo) the minimum eigenvalue of M ôxo is used to specify the power of the noise 
P„. For a finite observation interval of L snapshots, however, the power of the noise can be estimated as 
the average of the A'" — 1 non-principal eigenvalues of the matrix 
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^ Pm • /3 • ^ = ><0 • P • ^ (5.9) 

^ Ao = Pm • (^0 • i^o) (5.10) 

Ao== jk)) CS^l) 

By taking into account the expression of the manifold vector 5 given by 

Equation 5.2 and assuming isotropic antennas at the base stations, Equation 5.11 can be 

expressed as: 

Ao = • P o • sum^diag(G • G^) 0 (5.12) 

where sum^diag(G • G^) 0 dp denotes the summation of the elements of the vector 

diag(G • G^) 0 dg". 

By adopting the above analysis with respect to the measurements associated with 

two different reference points (i.e. 0 and 1), it can be shown, using Equation 5.12 and 

the property dg = that the ratio of the signal eigenvalues (i.e. Aq and Ai) of the 

matrices Rq and Mi is related to the ratio of the ranges of the mobiles with respect to 

these reference points as follows: 

c113) 

Equation 5.13 can be used as a starting point for estimating the position of the mobile 

station and the proposed approach is expressed in the following theorem, the proof of 

which is given in Appendix 5. C. 

/Pi 
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Theorem 5.1 : Given an array of # > 2 base stations and four measurements 

with second order statistics Ei , R2, and #3, taken with respect to four different 

array reference points, the mobile location, is the intersection of the three circular 

loci with centres r^. and radii i?c, given as follows: 

— ilfz) ' —j i-fcj ' —0 ^ ~ 1) 2 ,3 (5.14a) 

^Cj — 1 1 • llzRo :^jll j ~ 1) 2,3 (5.14b) 

• i = 0) I j 2, 3 are the Cartesian coordinates of the four array reference 

points with respect to a system origin (0,0,0) 
where 

" pg V :̂ o ' . 7 - 1 , 2 , 3 

• \ j , j = 0,1,2,3 denoting the principle eigenvalues of the matrices Mj 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the above theorem where the position of the mobile station is the 

intersection of the three circles given by Equation 5.14. Note that in general, we may (or 

may not) use a base station as an array reference point. 

The overall algorithm for estimating the position of a mobile station can be 

presented in a brief step form as follows: 

STEP-1: The base station, to which the mobile station belongs, asks the mobile to 

transmit for a certain time interval over a dedicated positioning channel. 

During this time interval no other mobile operates on this positioning channel. 

STEP-2: An array of iV > 2 base stations, in the vicinity of the mobile, measures the 

signal on the positioning channel with respect to four different array reference 
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points and reports the second order statistics of the received signal (i.e. IRq. 

Ml, M2> and K3) to the Location Service Centre. 

STEPS: The Location Service Centre performs an eigendecomposition of the matrices 

Ro> Ml, Eg, and M3 to extract the four signal eigenvalues and estimates the 

centres and the radii of the three circular loci according to Equations 5.14a 

and 5.14b. 

STEP-4'. Then, the intersection point of the three circular loci is found which represents 

the position of the mobile station. 

Third Positioning Circle | 
Location 

Service Center 

First Positionmg Circle 

Mobile Unit 

Second Positioning Circle 

Figure 5.1 : Positioning of the mobile station by the intersection of the three circular loci. 
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5.4 The Effects of the Finite Observation Interval and Base 
Station Array Geometry on the Estimation Accuracy 

In practical cases, the combination of noise effects and the finite observation 

interval L causes an error in the estimation of the signal eigenvalues \i of the matrices 

M.I \/l and this will propagate to the centres and radii of the circles of Equation 5.14. 

This error is a function of the product (SNR^ x L), as well as of the geometry of the 

array of the base stations that are used for the mobile positioning problem. In order to 

find the root-mean square error (RMSE) on the mobile position, 

i.e. RMSE = ^/£{\\ZM ~ to use that as a performance measure, the worst 

case scenario will be considered by transferring the enors from the centres of the 

positioning circles, given by Equation 5.14, to the radii of these circles. This will create 

for each circle an uncertainty ring like the one illustrated in Figure 5.2 which can be 

specified as (Zc., Rc. ± AR^^stj Vj), where = |Ai?cJ + ||Ar^J| is the 

maximum error introduced by both centre and radius uncertainty of the three positioning 

circles. 

worst 

Positioning Circle 

Figure 5.2 : The uncertainty ring associated with the one of the positioning circles. 
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It can be proven (see Appendix 5.D) that AR^orstj Vj can be expressed as a 

function of the principle eigenvalues A; of the matrices Mi as well as of the maximum 

estimation error on the principle eigenvalues AA by the following expression: 

AR^orstj = ^ • ||:Eo ~ ^i l l • 4 ^ = 1) 2,3 (5.15) 

where RQ, R i , R 2 , a n d are the Cartesian coordinates of the four array reference 

points with respect to a "global" reference point. 

Equation 5.15 can be written in a more compact form as follows: 

^^u'crct \,^Rworstij AR-uiorst2i ARyjorst^^ 

• d i a g ( y # ^ ) . (5.16) 

where Q = diag(ii) • [ g , and 

TC — r 1-̂ ?" 1-^3° iT 
— ' (I-/C2)2-X:2''-I ' {i-tczy-icf'-'^ J • 

However, can also be expressed as a function of the location error 

A r « = Im - as: 

A £ „ „ , = F' '• A r „ (5.17) 

where F = , ^ 3 ] is a matrix which we define as the system's "focusing" matrix. 

The colunms of this matrix = - p ^ V j = 1 , 2 , 3 denote the unity vectors from the 

centres of the three positioning circles to a single point that will be called the "focusing" 

point of the system and represents the position of the mobile station, see Figure 5.3. 
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First Positioning Circle Second Positioning Circle 

Third Positioning Circ]̂  

Figure 5.3 : Estimation uncertainty on the three positioning circles. 

By using the concept of pseudo-inverse Equation 5.17 can be written as: 

• ̂ M.worst CxlS) 

where F* = ( F - F ^ ) - i - F . 

Then by using Equations 5.16 and 5.18 the vector A r ^ can be expressed as 

follows; 

ATm = i • f • F* • d i a g ( v ' Q 5 ^ ) (5.19) 

The second order statistics of the vector are represented, when L —> oo, by the 

diagonal matrix -

= £ { A r „ • A r J } = ( i ) ' . . F* . diag(Q'- • Q) • (5.20) 
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The square root of the trace of the covariance matrix the root-mean 

square error (i.e. RMSE = ytrace(EAr^ )• Therefore, by applying the trace rotation 

rule to Equation 5.20, the position estimation error can be expressed as: 

RMSE = ^ ^trace^F^ • (F • Fr ) -2 • F • diag(Q^ • Q ) ) (5.21) 

However, if the matrix Eg denotes the perturbation of any of the N x N 

covariance matrices Mq, Ri, E2. R3 due to the noise and the finite observation interval, 

and cTg, is an upper bound of any element of Rg, then according to [GOUR73] the error on 

the principal eigenvalues of any of these matrices is bounded by: 

j\r2. or2 (5 2:2) 

The square of the upper bound (jg can be assumed to be the inverse of the SNRi„ x L 

(i.e. the larger the observation interval, or the SNRj^, the smaller the uncertainty CTg). 

Therefore, Equation 5.22 can be written as follows: 

4 ( A A ) ^ } < (5.23) 

Then Equation 5.21 can be expressed as: 

RMSE < i • ^trace({FI- • (F • . F • aag(Q^ • Q ) ) (5.24) 

<— first term —> <— second term —> 

With reference to Equation 5.24 the RMSE can be written as a product of two 

terms. The first involves the signal and the noise powers as well as the observation 

interval. The second involves the geometrical relationship of the focusing vectors which 

is directly related to the array geometry (i.e. the geometry of the base stations). This 

implies that the array geometry plays a very important role and array geometries 
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(i.e. selection of base stations) that minimise or maximise this RMSE have to be 

examined. 

The angle between the three focusing vectors ^ is of great 

importance since it determines the relative locations of the three positioning circles. 

There are base station array geometries which minimise the second factor of 

Equation 5.24 and consequently the RMSE while others degrade dramatically the 

performance of the proposed approach. The best estimation accuracy is achieved when 

the angles between the focusing vectors is 120°. This happens because the intersection 

area of the three positioning rings is minimised. 
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5.5 Performance Evaluation 

In this section the performance of the proposed mobile positioning approach is 

evaluated. In order to do so let us consider a mobile station with azimuth and elevation 

bearings equal to 9 = 45°, 0 = 0° respectively, and range p = 1000 m 

(i.e. = [p • cos{9), p • sin{9), whose position has to be estimated. The 

positioning of this mobile is based on data collected by an array of = 4 base station 

for an observation interval of L = 100 snapshots. Initially, the effects of the product 

SNRjn X L on the estimation accuracy are investigated, and then the effect of the base 

station geometry on the estimation error is examined. 

5.5.1 The effects of the SNR^^ x Z/ on the estimation accuracy 

In order to assess the estimation accuracy of the proposed array processing-type 

positioning approach as a function of the product SNRi„ x L, an array of iV = 4 base 

stations is employed. The Cartesian coordinates of the base stations, expressed in 

metres, are represented by the matrix r: 

5000 -4000 0 1000 \ 
0 0 3000 -2000 
0 0 0 0 y 

(5.25) 

Data samples are collected by this array of base stations from the mobile station 

that was considered above in order to estimate its position. The four reference points 

which are required for the positioning, according to Equations 5.14a and 5.14b, are the 

columns of the matrix r (i.e. RQ = [5000, 0, 0]^, R i = [ — 4000, 0, 0]^, Ag = [0, 

3000, 0]^, and = [1000, — 2000, 0]^). In this example it is assumed that the power 

propagation path loss is described by an inverse fourth power law, and the magnitude of 

the unknown diagonal matrix G, whose elements represent the fading, is modelled by 

using a lognormal distribution with mean 0 dB and standard deviation 8 dB. The phase 
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of the elements of G follows a uniform distribution in the interval [0,27r). Figure 5.4 

depicts the root mean square error^ (i.e. RMSE = ^/£{\\LM ~ for a wide range 

of SNRin X X values (i.e. SNRi„ G [ - 20 dB, 40 dB] for L = 100 snapshots). 

According to the results presented in Figure 5.4, there is a constant reduction in the 

root-mean square estimation error as the product SNRm x L increases. Clearly the 

estimation accuracy is exceptionally good (i.e. 100 m, smaller than the E-911 

recommendation) for SNRj„ x L > 10̂  (i.e. SNRi„ > 0 dB for L = 100 snapshots). 
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Figure 5.4: The RMS error plotted as a function of the product SNRin x L (for each 

point a data set of length 5000 has been used). The RMS error spread for 

each SNRin x L is represented by a doted bar. 

2 Although an RMSE smaller than 10° has no practical meaning, smaller values are shown in Figure 5.4 in 
order to demonstrate the improve in performance of the proposed approach as a function of SNRj„ x L 
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5.5.2 The effects of the base station array geometry on the estimation 
accuracy 

In order to investigate the effects of the base station array geometry on the 

performance of the proposed positioning approach let consider again the mobile station 

at azimuth and elevation 9 = 45°, 0 = 0° respectively, and range p — 1000 m whose 

position has to be estimated. The estimation of the mobile position will be investigated 

for both a "good" and a "bad" base station array geometry. 

Initially, the estimation accuracy of the "good" geometry is investigated. The 

array of the four base stations is assumed to be located at r = [^q, R^, Ag, B^]'^ with 

RQ = [5000, 0, Of , = [ - 4000, 0, 0]^, R^ = [505, 3000, 0]?% and 

^3 = [945, - 2000, 0]^. 

6000 

4000 

2000 

- 2 0 0 0 

-4000 

- 6 0 0 0 

Second Posit ioning Circle 

Third Posi t ioning Circle 

First Posi t ioning Circle 

-6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000 4000 6000 
x(m) 

Figure 5.5 : The three positioning circles and the corresponding focusing vectors for the 

employed geometry of base stations = 120°, = 120°, 
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This base station geometry in conjunction with the above mobile station location 

corresponds to three focusing vectors , £2 > ^ that form with each others 

angles of ^{^1,^.2) = 120°, — 120°, and = 120° respectively. 

The actual directions of the focusing vectors together with the three positioning circle, 

the locations of the base stations and the location of the mobile are illustrated in 

Figure 5.5. 

The RMSE estimated by 50 independent samples (i.e. depicted as the 

symbol"+ ") is equal to 2.7 m (see Figure 5.6) for L = 100 snapshots and 

SNRjn = 10 dB. Note that the bound on the RMSE given by Equation 5.24 for this 

scenario is 3.87 m and it is represented in Figure 5.6 as a solid circle around the mobile 

position. 

715 

710 

CZ5 

I o 
o 705 

700 

% 

700 705 710 

X coordinates (m) 
715 

Figure 5.6 : The estimated RMSE calculated from 50 position estimates. An SNRm = 10 dB 

and L = 100 snapshots have been used while the focusing vectors 

corresponding to the employed array of base stations geometry form with each 

q / ' Z ( f i , Z 2 ) = 120°, = 120°, = 120°. 
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Next a "bad" base station array geometry will be considered. The array of four 

base stations is represented by the matrix I = [Eg, Ai , with 

RQ = [5000, 707, 0]^, Ri = [ - 4000, 0, 0]?\ = [0, 3000, 0]?\ and R^ = [1500, 

3029, 0]^, and the same mobile location the angles between the focusing vectors are 

— 120°, Z(2^1,^3) = 120°, = 0°, see Figure 5.7. In this case 

the RMSE estimated by the same number of data samples increases considerably to 

3 1 m for the same L and SNRin as depicted in Figure 5.8 while the theoretical upper 

bound on the RMSE is 38 m. Note that the non-uniform distribution of the position 

estimates is due to the relative positions of the circles 2 and 3. 
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"2 
o 

8 

-2000 
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First Positioning Circle 
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6000 

Figure 5.7 : The three positioning circles and the corresponding focusing vectors for the 

employed geometry of base stations — 120°, ^ (£1 ,^3 ) = 120°, 
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760 
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Figure 5.8 : The estimated RMSE calculated from 50 position estimates. An SNRin = 10 dB 

and L — IQO snapshots have been used while the focusing vectors 

corresponding to the employed array of base stations geometry form with each 

others angles o f ^ 2 ) = 120°, = 120°, = 0°. 
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5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter a novel positioning approach for mobile radio networks was 

proposed. This approach performs the positioning by using a number of base stations 

surrounding a mobile as a large aperture array of known geometry. The position of the 

mobile station is estimated as the intersection point of three circular loci. The centres 

and radii of these loci are functions of the signal eigenvalues of the covariance matrices 

corresponding to a number of reference points after subtracting the noise effects. A 

number of simulation studies show that the proposed approach can estimate the 

positions of the mobiles with exceptional accuracy even for low SNRi„ x L. Analytical 

expressions were also provided that interrelate the estimation error with the locations of 

the base stations and the SNRj^ x L. 
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Appendix 5.A : Manifold Vector in Spherical and Planar 
Wave Propagation 

Consider an arbitrary array antenna configuration of N isotropic elements 

receiving a signal at the propagation frequency fc, from a mobile station which can be 

considered as a narrowband point source, and is located at the position 

r^ = p- [cos(^) • cos(0), cos(^) • sin(0), sin(^)]^. It is assumed that the mobile is in 

the near field area of the array configuration (i.e. ||r^|| = p < Rnf = where D is 

the largest dimension of the array aperture). This means that a spherical wave 

propagation model applies. 

If m(t) denotes the complex narrowband signal envelope at the reference point 

(O) and none of the fading effects are taking into account, the signal envelope (i.e. the 

received signal after removing the carrier) at the i-th antenna element can be expressed 

as: 

= ( p f e ) " • exp( - J • ^ • | |m| | ) • m{t) + mit) (5.A.1) IIAMSII -

where the ratio ( ||AMS|| ~ represents the ratio of the amplitude path loss 

attenuation at the i-th array element and the reference point, while ni{t) is the noise at 

the i-th array element. 

The distance ||0B|| is equal to ||0B|| = p — ||AMS|| and therefore the 

Equation 5.A.1 can be expressed as: 

= ( ^ m e ) " • exp( - i • ^ • (p - |[AMS||)) • m{t) + ni{t\5.A.2) 

As it can be seen in Figure 5.A.1 the vector AMS is equal to AMS = Zm ~ Li-

Therefore the distance ||AMS|| can be expressed as: 

HAMSII = ||r^ - nil = y(zIm - Li)^ • {LM - Li) 
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||AMS|| = r l f - - rT . + rT . 

AMS|| = J p'^+rj -r--2-rj • (5.A.3) 
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Figure 5.A.1: Spherical wave propagation model. 

By using Equation 5.A.3 for the distance ||AMS|| and expressing the vector of 

the coordinates of the mobile as where k is the wavenumber 

vector k{0, 0) = • [cos(0) • cos(0), cos(0) • sin(0), sin(0)]^, Equation 5.A.2 can 

be modified as follows: 
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exp( - j • ^ • (p - a/p^ + rf • - 2 • rf • r^ ) ) • m{t) + ni{t) (5.A.4) 

exp(^ - 3 • ^ • ( f - + ! f • & - I I • r f • k{i, <!>))) • m(t) + ni{t) (5.A.5) 

exp( - j; • ^ • (p - ^ p ' + r j - r ^ - ^ - z f - '^))) ' ">(«) + iij(t) (5.A.6) 

a:i(i) = (I:)''• e x p ( - ; • 2 : ^ . (p - dj)) • m ( t ) + n i ( i ) (5.A.7) 

where di = Jp'^ + rj • • rj • k{9, 0). 

If 51(0, 0, p, r^,/c) = ( | ) " • exp( - j - ^ • ( p - d i ) ) is the complex 

response of the z-th array element the manifold vector ^{6, (j), p) is given by: 

S{e, (j), p, r, fc) = (p • liv 0 dy © exp( - j • ^ - { p - I N - d)) (5.A.8) 

where the vector d(0, (j), p, r) = . /p2 • + diag(r^ • r) - ^ • k{9, 0), TT'/c = 

, r 1"̂  ic thp 1 y A/ matriY wifh fhf C^artpcian mnrrUr -X) —2/' r = [r̂ ., r , is the 3 x N matrix with the Cartesian coordinates of the array 
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elements, is a jV-dimensional column vector of ones, and O , 0 denotes Hadamard 

product, Hadamard division (element by element multiplication, division respectively). 

If the array antennas are not isotropic, and the N x N diagonal matrix Q_ 

represents the complex gain (i.e. gain and phase) of the array elements respectively, then 

the manifold vector ^(9, 0, p, r, fc) in spherical wave propagation can be expressed 

as: 

S{e, (f), p, g, f c ) = g - {(p • IN 0 d y © exp( - J • ^ • {p • IN - d) ^ 

(5.A.9) 

The TV-dimensional manifold vector 5(0, 0, p, r, fc) represents the complex 

array response to a single source of unity power with direction parameters 6, 4> and 

range p with respect to the reference point. The manifold vector contains all the 

necessary information about the array geometry, the position of the source and the 

propagation frequency. 

In the case of planar wave propagation (i.e. where the source is located in the far 

field p^Rnf p»max ( | | r j | ) ) , the factors p0d and 
i 

exp( — j • • {p • Ipf — d)) in Equation 5.A.9 become equal to :̂ 

-IN^D) =^lim^(ljv 0 = IN (5.A. 10) 

and 

^lim^(exp( - j • ^ -(p-lN-d))^ = exp( - j - f • k{9, <j))) (5.A.I1) 

3 L' Hopitals rule, has been used to estimate the limit of Equations 5.A.11. 
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Based on Equations 5.A.10, and 5.A. 11 the manifold vector of Equation 5.A.9 in 

the case of planar wave propagation is given by: 

(5. A. 12) 

This means that the manifold vector S_{9^ (j), r, fc) is not a function of the range of the 

mobile when the range of the source is large compared to the maximum dimension of 

the array aperture. 
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Appendix 5.B : The Effect of a Change in Reference Point on 

the Manifold Vector 

As shown in Appendix 5.A the manifold vector (po, po, fc) of an 

emitter with azimuth and elevation bearings 9q, 0o respectively and range po with 

respect to the reference point O is given by: 

S(9o, 00, Po, I Q , / C ) = £ • ((Po • IN 0 © exp( - j • ^ • (po • IN - do) 

(5.B.1) 

where ^ = d{9o, 0o, po, Eg) = ^Jpl• IN + DIAG(G • ^ • M%, 0O), EQ IS 

the 3 X iV matrix with the Cartesian coordinates of the array elements with respect to 

the reference point O. 

By changing the reference point from O (0, 0) to O (X, Y) the manifold vector 

changes to: 

S{9i, 01, pi, / c ) = £ • ({pi • IN 0 0 exp( - j ^ • (pi • - d^] 

(5.B.2) 

where = d{9i, 0i , pi, ^ PI • IN + diag(g[ ' I^) - ^ ^i)-

If the location of the new reference point O is denoted by the vector 

R = [X, Y, 0]^, the mobile location is given with respect to the two reference points by 

the vectors: 

LMO = fMOy, 0]^ = ^ • k{do, 00) (5.B.3) 

LMI = RMIY, 0]^ == g • k{9i, 01) (5.B.4) 
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and the location of the k-th array antenna is given by the vectors r̂ -o = [rko^, 0]^ 

and = [vki^, 0]^ then the x, y coordinates of these vectors are related by the 

following expressions. 

I 
Antenna 2 

Antenna 1 

—Ml Antenna t-th 

Antenna 3 

O (0 ,0) 

I 
Antenna N 

Figure 5.B.1: The effect of a change in the reference point. 

fMlx — X 

ruiy = Y - r-Mo„ 

(5.B.5) 

(5.B.6) 

and 

fkix — X r^o. (5.B.7) 
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rkiy = Y - rfco, (5.B.8) 

Based on the Equations 5.B.5 and 5.B6 the square of the range of the mobile 

with respect to the reference point O can be expressed as: 

Pi = II^MilP = + '"MI. = ( X - rMoJ^ + (Y - TMOy)̂  (5.B.9) 

^ Pi — l l ^ l l 4" Po 2 - ^ ' LMO (5.B.10) 

Similar from Equations 5.B.7 and 5.B.8 the square of the norm of the vector can be 

written as: 

Ifci • rfci = kfcilP = i i . + i i , = ( X - r-feoj^ + (Y - rfcoj^ (5.B.11) 

= \ \ R f + Hfco • Ifco - 2 • • Lko (5.B.12) 

Finally, the inner product is given by: 

Lki • LMI = r&i. • rMi, + rkiy • 

(X — TkoJ • (X — VMO )̂ + (Y — rkOy) • (Y — ruOy) (5.B.13) 

Lki • LMI = il^lP + d o • LMO - ^ ' Lko - ' LMO (5.B.14) 
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As can be seen from the expression for the the k-th element of this vector is 

given by: 

p\ + r f i • ih • ~ S • zii • ^i) 

(5.B.15) 

By using Equations 5.B.10, 5.B.12, and 5.B.14, 

DIK = J PL+LKI-LKILKI • LMI = J PO+LKO-LKO-^- Ifco ' Im o = 4 , (5.B.16) 

di = d{9i, 01, pi, g j = d{9o, 00) Po, (5.B.17) 

Based on Equation 5.B.17 the manifold vector of the emitter with respect to the 

reference point O can be written as a function of the manifold vector with respect to the 

reference point O as follows: 

Si9i, 01, pi, fc) = goi • 5(^0, 00, Po, Ig, /c) (5.B.18) 

where ^oi is a complex scalar equal to goi = (yY • exp( — j 2 TT/c {pi - Po))-

It is clear from Equation 5.B.18 that the effect of a change in the reference point 

on the manifold vector 5 corresponding to an emitter is simply a change in the norm of 

the vector, which is a function of the range of the emitter's location with respect to the 

two reference points. The direction of the manifold vector remains unchanged. 
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Appendix 5.C : Proof of Theorem 5.1 

Consider a mobile station whose position is given by the vector rj^ with respect 

to the origin of the coordinate system and two reference points 0, j whose position 

vectors are Rq, respectively. If po> Pj represent the distance between the two 

reference points and the position of the mobile, then it can be seen from Figure 5.C.1 

that: 

\ \ r M - E o \ ? = Po (5.C.la) 

WLM - RJ\? = P] (S.C.lb) 

The ratio of pi, pj has been defined as the scalar JCj = Based on the above 

equations can be written as: 

"'i ~ iiiK-aip 'Cf = telp (5-C.2) 

» \\LM-Ri\? = K.]-\\rM-M'' (5.C.3) 

«• lfcMll' + l l £ i l l ' - 2 - r £ - £ y = K?(||r„|p + | i & l p - 2 . r » - & ) (5.C.4) 

= (5.C.5) 

(5.C.6) 

\LM\ I-K?. "t" (l-/G )̂2 - T^. ' 

112 ICl\\R,r+ICl\\R^\\'-2-KlRf-R, 
HIm i_/c2 II — J \ J/ 

« WtM - • Ri - M ? ^ \\& - R,\\Y (5.C.9) 

From Equation 5.C.9 it is clear that the mobile station is located on a circular 
JQ2 ^ _ 

locus with centre • Rj — ^ and radius Rc = | • \\RQ — Rj\\-
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Given now three different circular loci (i.e. r^.. Re- j = 1,2,3) that the mobile is located 

on, the position of the mobile is the intersection of these loci. 

Reference Point 0 

O (0,0) 

Mobile Station 

Reference Point j 

X 

Figure 5.C.1: The mobile station position and the two reference points. 
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Appendix 5.D : Proof of Equation 5.15 

As explained in Section 5.4, the width of each uncertainty ring which is 

produced due to the perturbation on the principle eigenvalues is given by: 

ARyjorstj = l|Ar^Jl + |Ai?Cj| V j = 1,2,3 (5.1). 1) 

where r^. and Re- are the centre and radius of the positioning circles respectively given 

by: 

-C; ~ 1-K?. ' —j 1-K) ' —0 (5.D.2) 

& = a , I I (5.D.3) 

with the scalar ICj determined from the ratio of the principle eigenvalues'̂  of the 

covariance matrices Mj and Mq-

= { ^ ) i (5.D.4) 

By expressing the error in the radius as a first order Taylor series expansion, ARc^ can 

be written as: 

W • ^^0 = 

"3% ' & AAo + -5)^ 3 ^ AAj = 

15*̂ '̂ ^ (3.1)5) 

Based on Equations. 5.D.3 and 5.D.4 the partial derivatives and ^ can be 

calculated as follows: 

dRc. _ i-}q-K.y{-2-K.j) 11 _ n II 

'Bk~ - 11̂ 0 n^jW 

^ ^ • l l a - 411 (5.D.6) 
It has been assumed that AJ < AQ. 
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h • • ( $ ) = 

i • 4 - ' ° • ( i ^ ) (5-D-7) 

H = i • • i = i • K}-^" • i (51) 8) 

Based on Equations 5.D.5, 5.D.6, 5.D.7, and 5.D.8 the error ARcj can be written as: 

^ ^ 9 - i • (1^)2 • 11̂ 0 - ^i l l • • ( i • - % • ̂ ^0) (5.D.9) 

if it is assumed that the error in the principle eigenvalues of all covariance matrices are 

the same, (i.e. AAq = A \ j = AA), then 

i • I I & ~ ^i l l • • ( i ~ = 

T jt,|| = 
2a (l-;q)2 J/ * 

i • ( i & m • 11̂ 0 - ^j l l • ^ (5.D.10) 

By expressing the error in the centres of the positioning circles as a first order Taylor 

series expansion, Ar^. can be written as: 

dr . dr . 

+ (5.D.11) 

where the partial derivative ^ is given by: 

_ 2-JCj p 2-ICj-(l-K'j)-IC'j-{-2-ICj) _ 
W] - (i-K?.y • ( 1 = ^ ^ 

_ 2 X: ,- p 2 /G y n 
Wj - (i-x:2)2 • A {i-icjy • ^ 
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diCj^ {I-Kjy ' (—i ~ —o) (5.D.12) 

Based on Equations 5.D.7, 5.D.8, 5.D.11, and 5.D.12 the error can be written as; 

Ar. , ^ i • % - & ) • • ( i • AAj - I • AA„) (5.D.13) 

for AAo = AAj = A A Equation 5.D.13 can be written as; 

A&, ^ i • • (£;• - So) • ^ • f (5.D.14) 

Finally, using Equations 5.D. 10, and 5.D.14 the width of the uncertainty ring can be 

expressed as: 

^Rworaij = IIAr^J + \ARcj\ ~ 

1 II n r? II l̂ -̂ l I 
^ ' II—; ~ ^11 • 1 ^ • ^ + 

1 II D D II | A A | 
^ WW ll-o ~ - ; H " V ~ 

1 l + ^ j + S X j II „ II 1 - K . f |AA| _ 
^ • (i-Kjy 11̂ 0 - ^j\\ -

1 11 p D II |AA| 
2̂  jizmWiio - ^j\\ — -

j_ (i+x:,)̂  II n _ p II ^ l̂ '̂ l 
2a' {l+Kjfil-KjYWiki i^jW ' Ao 

1 - ^ 
2a « l l & - (5.D.15) 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Further Work 

In this final chapter, the thesis is concluded and a summary of the original 

contributions that have been made is given. Furthermore, future research directions that 

may be seen as an extension of the work that has been already conducted are suggested 

and discussed. 

6.1 Concluding Comments 

The objective of this thesis was to investigate the use of array processing in 

mobile radio networks to achieve the following three vital goals: 

• enhance the capacity of a mobile radio network by focusing on interference 

cancellation techniques using beamformers 

• cope with 'co-directional' mobiles by developing intra base station channel 

assignment strategies tailored to array systems 

• estimate the locations of mobiles using an array of base stations 
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An essential element of providing solutions to the above problems is the modelling of 

the incident signals as time varying functions comprising the path loss attenuation, and 

the slow/fast fading. This was presented in Chapter 2 taking into account the Doppler 

spread, the time delay, and the angular spread caused due to the multipath propagation 

and the motion of the mobile stations. The modelling incorporates the resolution 

capabilities of the employed array configuration and addresses the incoming signals 

according to their spatial distribution. 

In order to enhance the capacity of a mobile radio network, a large part of this 

thesis was focused on interference cancellation approaches using superresolution 

beamforming at the base stations. A novel interference cancellation approach, suitable 

for mobile radio networks, was proposed in Chapter 3. This approach comprises a 

superresolution directional power profile and a signal subspace-type beamformer. The 

former provides estimates for the DO As, the angular spread, and the received power 

level of the incoming signals by performing a two parameter optimisation of a specially 

formulated cost function. The beamformer can form sharp as well as controlled broad 

nulls, and thus is in a position to handle both point and diffuse type mobile stations. The 

weight vector for this beamformer was selected to be orthogonal to the subspace 

spanned by the eigenvectors of the array response matrices corresponding to the diffuse 

type mobile stations as well as to the manifold vectors of the point type ones. The 

performance of the proposed interference cancellation approach was investigated under 

various conditions and compared to other beamforming techniques with impressive 

results. 

Although the investigation in Chapters was confined to 'superresolution' 

techniques for handling mobiles stations located close together, their performance is 

limited in practical situations due to the finite observation interval. Thus, in the next 

chapter {Chapter 4) a new class of the intra base station channel assignment algorithms 

was developed which enable the beamformer to cope with "co-directional" mobiles. 

After an investigation of all the elements that affect the intra base station channel 
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assignment, and an explicit formulation of the problem, two innovative algorithms were 

introduced. The first one performs channel assignment according to an angular threshold 

and a channel threshold that guarantee the accomplishment of some performance 

criteria. The second algorithm aims to maximise the angle between the subspaces 

spanned by the manifold vector of the desired mobile station and the one spanned by the 

manifold vectors of the interfering mobiles. According to the simulation results both 

approaches improve significantly the capabilities of a beamformer in situations that 

involve mobile stations with small angular separation. 

Finally, in Chapters the thesis addresses the problem of mobile station 

positioning. A new positioning approach was introduced. This approach performs 

positioning by using a number of base stations surrounding a mobile as an array of large 

aperture and known geometry. Spherical wave propagation was employed in order to 

model the signals received by this array of base stations. The position of the mobile 

station is estimated as the intersection point of three circular loci. The centres and radii 

of these loci were calculated by the signal eigenvalues of the covariance matrices 

corresponding to a number of reference points after subtracting the noise effects. 

Analytical expressions that interrelate the estimation error with the locations of the base 

stations, the signal to noise ratio at the input, and the observation interval, were also 

provided. 
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6.1.1 List of Contributions 

A summary of the major results and contributions made by this thesis are listed 

below: 

• Modelling of the signals impinging on the array antennas at the base stations based 

on the properties of the wireless channel and the resolution capabilities of the 

employed array configuration. 

• Introduction of the new concept of Directional Power Profile (DPPj, and the 

proposition of a DPP estimation approach which is able to provide the direction of 

arrival, the angular spread, and the received power level of the mobile radio signals 

based on a specially formulated two parameter cost function. 

• Derivation of analytical expressions which interrelate the estimated power levels 

with the received signal strength and the correlation coefficients of the incoming 

signals. 

• Introduction of a novel signal subspace-type beamformer, which cancels the co-

channel interference by steering both sharp and controlled broad nulls in the 

directions of the interfering mobile units according to the angular spread they 

exhibit. 

• Formulation of the Intra Base Station Channel Assignment problem in mobile radio 

networks with array antenna systems by using the Channel Service Matrix and the 

Compatibility Matrix. 

• Introduction of the Minimum Distance Criterion and the Maximum Subspace Angle 

Criterion for intra base station channel assignment in base stations with array 

antenna systems. 
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• Introduction of a novel array processing positioning method which estimates the 

positions of the mobiles as the intersection point of three circular loci after using a 

number of base stations in the vicinity of the mobiles as a large array of sensors. 

• Derivation of analytical expressions that interrelate the estimation error of the array 

processing positioning approach with the geometry of the base station, the signal-to-

noise ratio, and the observation interval. 

6.2 Further Work 

Although this thesis has addressed several issues related to the use of array 

processing in mobile radio networks, there are still some topics that can stimulate further 

research. Some possible directions are discussed below: 

• Array Processing for MIMO Systems 

Throughout this thesis the advantages of employing array processing in mobile radio 

systems were demonstrated. Array processing, however, is applied at the base station sites 

which incorporate array antenna systems. The mobile stations use omnidirectional antennas 

due to technology and cost constraints. In the future, these limitations may be overcome. It 

is anticipated that the advantages of integrated electronics, and the use of higher carrier 

frequencies, will make it feasible to incorporate multiple antenna elements on future mobile 

devices. This idea expands the use of array processing and establishes the concept of 

Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output systems (MIMO). Array processing for MIMO systems 

requires particular attention. First of all, the signal modelling used in this thesis must be 
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extended to include the array antenna of the handset. This modelling must also take into 

account the multiple signals impinging on this array and the very large angular spread that 

will be generated by the multiple scatterers in the vicinity of the handset. Such a 

propagation environment renders all known beamformers useless. Therefore, a new class of 

beamforming approaches is required, and great research effort can be devoted towards this 

direction. All these constitute the M I M O systems as the greatest challenge for array 

processing but also the driving force for mobile networks with extended capabilities and 

services. 

• Spatial-Temporal Channel Parameter Estimation for Future 

Generations of Mobile Radio Networks 

The use of DS-CDMA as the air interface of the next generation mobile radio 

networks suggests array processing as a key technology to provide enhanced capacity and 

high data rates. In DS-CDMA systems the main restricting factor is the multiple-access 

interference generated by the large number of users that communicate asynchronously and 

overlap in the time, frequency, and space domains. Array processing can be used for joint 

spatial and temporal estimation of the channel parameters. This will enable the receiver to 

mitigate the distortion effects of the radio channel and cancel multiple access interference. 

This idea can lead to a new class of spatio-temporal receivers that could serve the increasing 

demand for capacity in third generation mobile networks. 

• Array Antenna Configurations for Mobile Communications 

The extensive use of array processing in future mobile communication systems 

calls for the design of array configurations that are suitable for mobile radio networks. 

In the past, significant work has been done in the area of array design [DOWL97], but not 

on arrays specifically designed for the various types of networks (i.e. macro, micro, pico 

cells) and the numerous propagation environments (i.e. urban, suburban, rural). The 
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criteria for the array design can be based on the properties associated with the particulai-

mobile network. Such properties are for example the required detection and resolution 

capabilities of the array, the sensitivity to array ambiguities and the robustness to sensor 

failure. The latter in particular, is very important since it is highly desirable to use array 

configurations that remain operational under the total or partial failure of some of the 

elements. 

• Neighbourhood Level Base Station Channel Assignment for 

Systems with Array Antennas 

In Chapter 4, the performance of an intra base station channel assignment 

algorithm was demonstrated. It was shown that such an algorithm can enhance the 

capabilities of the beamformer in situations that involve mobile stations with small 

angular separation. However, this approach was based on a scheme applied locally at the 

base stations. The lack of a central control provides to the base station with self-

sufficiency^, but also restricts the performance of the algorithm to a suboptimal level. 

Since a global channel assignment with a central control for the overall network is not 

an appealing approach, a channel assignment strategy involving more co-operation 

between base stations at a neighbourhood level would be beneficial. Such an approach 

would incorporate channel borrowing schemes between base stations of the same area, 

(i.e. belonging to the same MSG), to tailor the provided capacity to the traffic demand 

and the particular angular distribution of the mobiles. This idea makes feasible the 

implementation of a mobile communication system that offers dynamic cell formation 

in real time and is a significant step towards a generation of active mobile radio 

networks. 

1 because the channel assignment takes place locally 
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